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Abstract
A free-space optical (FSO) laser communication system with perfect fast-tracking expe-
riences random power fading due to atmospheric turbulence. For a FSO communication
system without fast-tracking or with imperfect fast-tracking, the fading probability density
function (pdf) is also affected by the pointing error. In this thesis, the overall fading pdfs of
FSO communication system with pointing errors are calculated using an analytical method
based on the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs and the fast-tracked beam proﬁle
of a turbulence channel. The overall fading pdf is ﬁrstly studied for the FSO communi-
cation system with collimated laser beam. Large-scale numerical wave-optics simulations
are performed to verify the analytically calculated fading pdf with collimated beam under
various turbulence channels and pointing errors. The calculated overall fading pdfs are al-
most identical to the directly simulated fading pdfs. The calculated overall fading pdfs are
also compared with the gamma-gamma (GG) and the log-normal (LN) fading pdf models.
They ﬁt better than both the GG and LN fading pdf models under different receiver aper-
ture sizes in all the studied cases. Further, the analytical method is expanded to the FSO
communication system with beam diverging angle case. It is shown that the gamma pdf
model is still valid for the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs with point-like re-
ceiver aperture when the laser beam is propagated with beam diverging angle. Large-scale
numerical wave-optics simulations prove that the analytically calculated fading pdfs per-
fectly ﬁt the overall fading pdfs for both focused and diverged beam cases. The inﬂuence
19
of the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle, and the
pointing error on the overall fading pdf is also discussed. At last, the analytical method is
compared with the previous heuristic fading pdf models proposed since 1970s. Although
some of previously proposed fading pdf models provide close ﬁt to the experiment and sim-
ulation data, these close ﬁts only exist under particular conditions. Only analytical method
shows accurate ﬁt to the directly simulated fading pdfs under different turbulence strength,
propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes and pointing errors.
20
Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is comprised of three related studies on the fading probability density function
(pdf) of the free-space optical (FSO) communication system with pointing error. The ﬁrst
study, detailed in chapter 2, uses the analytical method to calculate the overall fading pdf of
the FSO communication system with collimated laser beam and pointing error. The analyt-
ically calculated fading pdf shows perfect match to the directly simulated fading pdf under
different turbulence strengths, propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes and pointing
errors. Further, although the FSO communication system with collimated laser beam is
the most studied case, study by Zhao, Liao and Zhang shows that better system perfor-
mance can be achieved when the laser beam is transmitted with an optimal beam diverging
angle [1]. The second study, detailed in chapter 3, expands the analytical method to the
overall fading pdf of FSO communication system with beam diverging angle. The math-
ematical foundation is veriﬁed for the with beam diverging angle case. The analytically
calculated fading pdfs perfectly ﬁt the directly simulated fading pdfs. It is also found that
when the laser beam is well focused, the overall fading pdf is affected by both on-axis and
off-axis fast-tracked fading pdfs. When the laser beam is largely diverged, overall fading
pdf can be approximated by the fast-tracked on-axis fading pdf. The third study, detailed in
21
chapter 4, compares both the analytically calculated fading pdf and the previously proposed
heuristic fading pdf models with the directly simulated fading pdf under different turbu-
lence strengths, propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes and pointing errors. Both the
turbulence induced beam wander only pointing error case and the more general pointing
error case are considered. It is shown only the analytical method accurately estimates the
fading pdfs in all the situations.
The rest of the this chapter is outlined as follows. Section 1.1 describes the motivation of
studying the fading pdf of the FSO communication system. Section 1.2 reviews the study of
the fading pdf models of the FSO communication system since 1970s. The mathematical
forms of the previously proposed heuristic fading pdf models are given in section 1.3.
Section 1.4 summarizes the key results found in each study. The outline of this thesis is
given in section 1.5.
1.1 Motivation
The free-space optical (FSO) laser communication system provides an attractive alternate
to radio frequency (RF) systems due to the larger bandwidth, higher antenna gain, better
privacy, smaller antenna and component sizes, and lower component costs [2]–[5]. They
have been widely used in many applications, such as space communications, temporary
network installations, safety add-ons for important ﬁber connections, aircraft-to-aircraft
communications, the last-mile solutions, and military applications [6]–[10].
However, FSO communication also faces serious challenges [2], [11]–[20]. A perfectly
fast-tracked FSO laser communication system experiences random power fading due to at-
mospheric turbulence [21]. For a FSO communication system without fast-tracking or with
imperfect fast-tracking, the fading probability density function (pdf) is also affected by the
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pointing error. The pointing error is the overall displacement between the laser beam center
and the receiver aperture center. The pointing error is generally composed of two compo-
nents: the constant misalignment (also called boresight in the literature) and the random
pointing error. Turbulence induced beam wander, optical misalignment, mechanical vibra-
tions, and relative movements of the transmitter and the receiver are examples of sources of
pointing errors. Previous study shows that the turbulence induced beam wander is equiva-
lent to an independent two dimensional Gaussian random vibration [22]–[24]. When there
is no tracking or only imperfect slow tracking, the pointing error consists of the overall
effect of the turbulence induced beam wander and the relative mechanical displacement of
the transmitter and receiver. When the relative movement of the transmitter and the receiver
is eliminated by slow tracking, the pointing error only consists of the turbulence induced
beam wander. With fast-tracking, the overall displacement caused by beam wander is also
reduced. The residual fast-tracking error is then called pointing error.
In this thesis, an analytical method is used to calculate the overall fading pdfs for the FSO
communication system through atmospheric turbulence channel with pointing error under
different turbulence strength, propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes, beam diverg-
ing angles and pointing errors. The analytical method considers three factors, namely, the
pointing error, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading
pdfs [21], [25]–[28]. The overall channel fading pdf is formulated as two modulating inde-
pendent random variables. One is the random fading of the fast-tracked laser beam, and the
other is the random power fading induced by the pointing error on the fast-tracked beam
proﬁle. The exact pdfs are then obtained from direct large-scale numerical wave-optics sim-
ulations under different propagation parameters to verify the analytical formulation. The
aerosol scattering effects [29], [30] caused by haze, rain, snow, and fog is not considered.
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1.2 Background Review
The system performance of the FSO communication system is essentially determined by
the fading pdf of the received beam power. Since 1970s, different mathematical models are
proposed to describe the fading pdf. In 1970s, the log-normal (LN) fading pdf is derived
from the ﬁrst order Rytov approximation. Although even the second order approximation
of Rytov approximation shows it is not LN, the model is widely accepted as the fading
pdf model for the power ﬂuctuation in the weak turbulence regime [11]. In 1979, the K
distribution is regarded to ﬁt well with the experiment data when the turbulence becomes
relatively strong [31]. Later, the power fading is regarded to be better governed by doublely
stochastic processes. In 1985, IK distribution is proposed as a universal model for the laser
beam power ﬂuctuation [32]. In 1987, the log-normal modulated exponential (LNME) and
the Beckmann fading pdf models are proposed. The LNME fading pdf model shows good
agreement with experiment data in strong turbulence regime [33]. The Beckmann fading
pdf model is also called log-normal modulated Rician (LNMR) fading pdf model. In weak
turbulence regime, the Beckmann fading pdf model reduces to LN fading pdf model. In
strong turbulence regime, the Beckmann fading pdf model reduces to LNME fading pdf
model [34], [35]. In 1989, the IK fading pdf model and the Beckmann fading pdf model
are compared with the measured experiment data. The comparison shows the Beckmann
fading pdf model ﬁts better with the experiment data [36]. In 2001, gamma-gamma (GG)
fading pdf model is proposed [37]. The GG fading pdf model is regarded to provide a good
ﬁt to the fading pdf when the receiver aperture is much smaller than the coherence radius in
the moderate-to-strong turbulence regime [38]. The parameters of the GG fading pdf model
are supposed to be directly calculated from atmospheric parameters. However, later study
shows that GG fading pdf model with parameters directly calculated from atmospheric
parameters does not match well with the simulated fading pdf. The parameters of the GG
fading pdf model are obtained by doing a best ﬁt to the simulated fading pdf [38].
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In the past, the previously proposed heuristic fading pdf models are veriﬁed in some extents
by theoretical analysis or physical experiment. However, due to the limit of theoretical
analysis and physical experiment, the veriﬁcation is not sufﬁcient. In the early time, the
mathematical models are veriﬁed by comparing the moments of the proposed model with
the moments from the observed data of the laser power ﬂuctuation [31], [32], [39]. The
comparison of the moments is inadequate to verify the fading pdf models as the fading
pdf contains the moment information of all the orders and only lower order moments were
compared. The fading pdf models are later compared with the fading pdf obtained from
the physical experiment. However, due to the difﬁculties in physical experiment, fading
pdf is obtained with limited precision, especially at the deep fading tail which is critical
in determining the system BER performance. The numerical simulations are developed
based on the turbulence theory in the 1990s. The numerical simulation is proved to be an
approach that can accurate describe the FSO communication system power fading [40],
[41]. The numerical simulation is actually recommended in studying the fading pdf [35].
The problem for the numerical simulation is that it has a high computational complexity.
To accurately simulate the turbulence channel, a hug amount of computation is required.
In this thesis, the numerical simulation is adopted as the approach to study fading pdf of
the FSO communication system. The numerical simulation is pushed to a much higher
precision than those in the previously published papers to accurately simulate the laser
beam propagating in the turbulence channel.
It is also needed to be noted that, although some of the fading pdf models show agreement
to the experiment or simulated fading pdf, the agreement only exists under certain special
conditions. For instance, the LN fading pdf model is regarded to be a good approximation
in weak turbulence regime. Later, it is regarded to ﬁt well with fading pdf in moderate-to-
strong turbulence regime when the receiver aperture size is much larger than the coherence
radius [38]. The GG fading pdf model is regarded to provide good ﬁt in moderate-to-strong
turbulence regime when the receiver aperture size is much smaller than the coherence ra-
dius [38].
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1.3 Mathematical Fading Pdf Models Review
The performance of the FSO communication system is greatly determined by the random
ﬂuctuations of the received laser beam power. The power ﬂuctuation is also called fad-
ing. For four decades, people are working to ﬁnd a mathematical model that accurately
describes the power fading pdf of the FSO communication system, especially for the deep
fading tail. A number of heuristic fading pdf models have been proposed and better ﬁts
to the experiment and simulation data under certain conditions are observed. These math-
ematical models include models containing single density function, such as LN fading
pdf model, and doubly stochastic models such as LNME, Beckmann, and GG fading pdf
models. The doubly stochastic model assumes the power ﬂuctuations arise from two mul-
tiplicative random processes [11], [33], [34], [37], [38].
1.3.1 Log-normal (LN) Fading Pdf Model
The LN fading pdf model is derived from the ﬁrst order Rytov approximation, where the
logarithm of the power ﬂuctuation can be approximated by the Gaussian distribution. A
LN fading pdf model with mean E[I] = 1 is described as [38]
pI(I) =
1
I
√
2πσ2ln I
exp
[
−
[
ln(I)+ 12σ
2
ln I
]2
2σ2ln I
]
, I > 0 (1.1)
where σ2ln I is the variance of the normalized beam power in log scale, where
σ2ln I = ln(σ2I +1) (1.2)
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where ln is the natural logarithm. In the weak turbulence is σ2ln I approximately equal to σ2I
as
σ2ln I = ln(σ2I +1) (1.3)
≈ σ2I (1.4)
Further, for spherical wave [42],
σ2I = exp
⎡
⎢⎣ 0.49σ2R(
1+0.18d2+0.56σ12/5R
)7/6 + 0.51σ2R(
1+0.9d2+0.62d2σ12/5R
)5/6
⎤
⎥⎦−1 (1.5)
where D is the receiver aperture diameter, λ is the optical wavelength,
d =
√
kD2/4L (1.6)
wavenumber k is
k = 2π/λ (1.7)
Rytov variance σ2R is
σ2R = 1.23C2nk7/6L11/6 (1.8)
where C2n is the strength of the atmospheric turbulence.
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1.3.2 K Fading Pdf Model
K distribution is proposed for the fading pdf with a relatively strong turbulence [31] in
1979. With the normalized received beam power I,
P(I) =
2
Γ(α)
α(α+1)/2I(α−1)/2Kα−1[2(Iα)1/2] (1.9)
where α = 2/(E[I2]− 2), Kv(z) is the modiﬁed Bessel function of the second kind, and
Γ(y) is the gamma function.
Later, the K distribution is shown to be able to be derived from the doubly stochastic theory.
The doubly stochastic theory assumes the fading pdf is the result of the modulation of two
scholastic processes [12]. In the K distribution [37], the fading pdf can be regarded to be
governed by the conditional exponential distribution p1(I|b) where
p1(I|b) = 1bexp(−I/b), I > 0 (1.10)
with mean value b follow the gamma distribution where
p2(b) =
α(αb)α−1
Γ(α)
exp(−αb),b> 0,α > 0 (1.11)
Hence
p(I) =
∫
∞
0
p1(I|b)p2(b)db (1.12)
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1.3.3 IK Fading Pdf Model
As both LN and K fading pdf models only ﬁt the moments of the experiment data under
certain turbulence strength conditions, the IK distribution is proposed as a universal fading
pdf model in 1985 [39]. IK fading pdf model is a doubly stochastic model, which assumes
that the received laser power ﬂuctuations are induced by the modulation of conditional
distribution p1(I|b) with the mean value b which follows the distribution p2(b). IK fading
pdf model assumes conditional distribution p1(I|b) follows the n distribution where
p1(I|b) = αb
(√
I
A
)α−1
exp[−α(A2+ I)/b]Iα−1
(
2αA
b
√
I
)
, I > 0 (1.13)
and the mean value b follow the exponential distribution where
p2(b) =
1
b0
exp(−b/b0),b> 0 (1.14)
where b0 is the mean value of b [39].
Hence
p(I) =
∫
∞
0
p1(I|b)p2(b)db (1.15)
and
p(I) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
2α
b0
(√
I
A
)α−1
Kα−1
(
2A
√
α
b0
)
Iα−1
(
2
√
αI
b0
)
, I < A2
2α
b0
(√
I
A
)α−1
Iα−1
(
2A
√
α
b0
)
Kα−1
(
2
√
αI
b0
)
, I > A2
(1.16)
where Iv(z) is the modiﬁed Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind, Kv(z) is the modiﬁed Bessel
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function of the second kind. The moment of the IK distribution [39] is
E[In] =
(
b0
α
)n
n!
n
∑
k=0
Γ(α+n)
Γ(α+ k)
αkρk
k! (1.17)
where Γ is the gamma function, and
ρ = A2/b0 (1.18)
As the I is normalized to unity,
b0 =
1
1+ρ (1.19)
Hence 1.16 can be written as
p(I) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
2α(1+ρ)
[
(1+ρ)I
ρ
](α−1)/2
Kα−1[2(αρ)1/2]Iα−1
{
2[α(1+ρ)I]1/2
}
, I < ρ1+ρ
2α(1+ρ)
[
(1+ρ)I
ρ
](α−1)/2
Iα−1[2(αρ)1/2]Kα−1
{
2[α(1+ρ)I]1/2
}
, I > ρ1+ρ
(1.20)
where α is the effective number of scatterers, ρ is the coherence parameter, Iv(z) is the
modiﬁed Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind and Kv(z) is the modiﬁed Bessel function of the
second kind [36], [39]. The second and third moments can be calculated by
E[I2] =
ρ2
(1+ρ)2 +2
1+α−1
1+ρ (1.21)
E[I3] =
ρ3
(1+ρ)3 +3
(1+2α−1)ρ2
(1+ρ)3 +6
(1+α−1)(1+2α−1)
(1+ρ)2 (1.22)
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and the parameter ρ can be solved from the cubic equation [36]
(
E[I2]2−E[I2]− 13E[I
3]+
1
3
)
ρ3+
(
3E[I2]2−2E[I2]−E[I3])(ρ2+ρ)+
E[I2]2−E[I2]− 13E[I
3] = 0 (1.23)
and then α can be solved as
α−1 =
1
2
(1+ρ)E[I2]− 1
2
ρ2
1+ρ −1 (1.24)
The limit of the IK fading pdf model in weak turbulence regime is induced by letting ρ
become large and letting α become small in equation 1.20 [36]. Hence,
p(I) =
1√
2σ
I−3/4exp
(
−2
3/2
σ
|1−
√
I|
)
,σ  1 (1.25)
where σ2 is the standard deviation of the IK fading pdf and σ2 = 2/(αρ) in this weak
turbulence regime.
In strong turbulence regime, the coherence parameter ρ goes to zero, and the IK fading pdf
model reduces to the K fading distribution model [36].
1.3.4 LNME Fading Pdf Model
The log-normally modulated exponential (LNME) fading pdf model is a doubly stochastic
model. In the LNME fading pdf model, p1(I|b) is assumed to follow the exponential
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distribution and p2(b) is assumed to follow the LN distribution [33]. As
p(I) =
∫
∞
0
p1(I|b)p2(b)db (1.26)
p(I) =
1√
2πσb
∫
∞
0
db
b2 exp
[
− Ib −
(
lnb+ 12σ
2
b
)2
2σ2b
]
(1.27)
where σ2b is the variance of the logarithm of the modulation [33], where
σ2b = ln
(
σ2I +1
2
)
(1.28)
where σ2I is the variance of the normalized received laser beam power.
1.3.5 Beckmann (LNMR) Fading Pdf Model
Beckmann fading pdf model is also called log-normally modulated Rician (LNMR) fad-
ing pdf model. The Beckmann fading pdf model is also a doubly stochastic model. It
assumes the fading pdf is the modulation of the Rice-Nakagami distribution and the LN
distribution [34], [43].
The Rice-Nakagami distribution is
PRN(I|b,r) = (r+1)b−1exp
[
−r− (r+1) Ib
]
I0
{[
4r(r+1)
I
b
]1/2}
(1.29)
where I is the received beam power, b is the mean value, and Iv(z) is the modiﬁed Bessel
function of the ﬁrst kind, r is the coherence parameter. In weak turbulence regime r grows
to inﬁnity and in strong turbulence regime r reduces to 0.
The LN distribution is
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PLN(b) =
1√
2πσbb
exp
[
−
(
lnb+ 12σ
2
b
)2
2σ2b
]
(1.30)
where σ2b is the variance of lnb and the mean of b is unity. Then, the Beckmann fading pdf
model is given by
PB(I|r,σ2b ) =
∫
∞
0
dbPRN(I|b,r)PLN(b|σ2b ) (1.31)
For weak turbulence regime, the Beckmann fading pdf reduces to the log-normal fading
pdf; For strong turbulence regime, the Beckmann fading pdf reduces to the LNME fading
pdf [35].
The coherence parameter r and the variance of the LN distribution σ2b are required to gen-
erate the Beckmann fading pdf. The parameters can be obtained from the moments of the
physical or numerical experimental data [35] as
E[I2] = exp(σ2b )(r2+4r+2)/(r+1)2 (1.32)
E[I−1/2] = π1/2(r+1)1/2exp(−r/2)I0(r/2)exp(3σ2b /8) (1.33)
exp(E[ln I]) = [r/(r+1)]exp
[
−1
2
σ2b +E1(r)
]
(1.34)
where
E1(r) =
∫
∞
r
dt t−1exp(−t) (1.35)
Any of the two above three equations can be used to calculate the unknowns r and σ2b .
However, a solution can not be obtained in some cases [44].
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1.3.6 Gamma-Gamma (GG) Fading Pdf Model
In the Gamma-Gamma (GG) fading pdf model, the fading pdf is modeled as the modulation
of two statistically independent Gamma distributed process p1(x) and p2(y) where I =
xy [37], [42]. Hence
p(I) =
2
Γ(α)Γ(β )I (αβ I)
(α+β )/2Kα−β (2
√
αβ I), I > 0 (1.36)
where I is the normalized received laser beam power, Γ(x) is the gamma function, and
Kv(z) is the modiﬁed Bessel function of the second kind.
In the GG fading pdf model, parameters α and β are regarded to represent the effective
numbers of large-scale and small-scale scatterers of the turbulence channel [12], [37], [42],
where
E[I2] =
(
1+
1
α
)(
1+
1
β
)
(1.37)
As I = xy
E[I2] = E[x2]E[y2] = (1+σ2x )(1+σ2y ) (1.38)
where σ2x and σ2y are the normalized variance of the large-scale and small-scale scatterers,
respectively. Hence,
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α =
1
σ2x
=
1
exp(σ2lnx)−1
(1.39)
β = 1
σ2y
=
1
exp(σ2lny)−1
(1.40)
And σ2I can be calculated by σ2lnx and σ2lny as
σ2I = exp(σ2lnx+σ2lny)−1 (1.41)
1.4 Summary of Key Results
This thesis studies the overall fading pdf of the received beam power of the FSO communi-
cation system with pointing error. In the study detailed in chapter 2, an analytical method is
used to calculate the overall fading pdf for the FSO communication system with collimated
laser beam. In the analytical method, the overall channel fading pdf is formulated as two
modulating independent random variables. One is the random fading of the fast-tracked
laser beam, and the other is the random power fading induced by the pointing error on
the fast-tracked beam proﬁle. The pointing error is the overall displacement between the
laser beam weight center and the receiver aperture center at the receiver plane. Given a
FSO channel, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading
pdfs are obtained by numerical simulations. With these channel information, the overall
fading pdf is directly calculated using the analytical method with the pointing error model.
Large scale direct wave-optics numerical simulations with collimated Gaussian beam along
a horizontal direction are performed to verify the analytically calculated fading pdfs. The
simulations are performed with the high resolution that is sufﬁcient to study the turbulence
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channel. The FSO channels with different propagation distances, turbulence strength and
receiver aperture sizes are studied. The laser wavelength is λ = 1.54× 10−6m. The re-
fractive index structure parameter ranges from 5× 10−15m−2/3 to 1× 10−13m−2/3. The
propagation distance ranges from 0.4Km to 4Km. The Rytov variance ranges from 0.24
to 1.27. The simulations cover from weak turbulence regime to strong turbulence regime.
The coherence radius ranges from 1.6cm to 2.4cm. The receiver aperture size ranges from
point-like 0cm aperture to aperture with 20cm diameter. To accurately obtain especially
the deep fading tail of the fading pdf, the simulations are conducted under large grid size
with high resolution. The ﬁeld grid size ranges from 1024× 1024 to 2048× 2048. The
ﬁeld resolution ranges from 0.625mm to 2.5mm, which is much smaller than the coher-
ence radius in each case. The iteration number ranges from 0.4 million to 1 million. Both
the fast-tracking residual error model and the beam wander plus transceiver induced extra
pointing error model are studied. Three transceiver induced extra pointing error models are
studied. They are the Gaussian random model, the uniform random model, and the sine
sway model. The analytical method accurately estimates the fading pdf in all our studied
cases. The analytical method is also compared with both the wildly accepted GG and LN
fading pdf models. The GG fading pdf model is regarded to be a good estimation of the
overall fading pdf if the receiver aperture size is much smaller than the coherence radius.
And the LN model is regarded to ﬁt the fading pdf if the receiver aperture size is much
larger than the receiver aperture size [38]. However, the analytical method shows a better
ﬁt than both the GG and LN fading pdf models from point-like receiver aperture which is
much smaller than the coherence radius to the 20cm receiver aperture which is much larger
than the coherence radius in our studied cases. The analytical method accurately estimates
the fading pdfs in all the studied pointing errors. Both the GG model and the LN model
underestimate the average BER of the FSO communication system. The outage probabil-
ity is also underestimated by both the GG and LN fading pdf models. Due to the long
deep fading period of the slow fading channel, this will largely underestimate the system
performance degradation caused by outage to the system.
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Although the FSO communication system with collimated laser beam is the most studied
case, Zhao, Liao and Zhang show that the FSO communication system can achieve better
system performance with an optimal beam diverging angle [1]. The study detailed in chap-
ter 3 expands the analytical method to the FSO communication system with beam diverging
angle case. The pointing error is the turbulence induced beam wander. Large-scale numer-
ical simulations show that for Gaussian laser beam transmitted through the atmospheric
turbulence channel with ether a focused or diverged beam angle, the fast-tracked on-axis
and off-axis fading pdfs obtained with point-like receiver can also be well modeled by the
gamma pdf model.
When the laser beam is focused, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle size is small. And the
fast-tracked fading pdf changes rapidly as the receiver aperture moves apart from the fast-
tracked beam center. When the beam diverging angle increases, the fast-tracked beam spot
size grows larger, the fast-tracked fading pdf changes much slower compared to the focused
beam case. The size of the fast-tracked beam proﬁle is close to the diffraction pattern in
both focused and diverged beam cases. It is a little larger due to the turbulence induced
beam broadening effect. For the turbulence induced beam wander, it is shown that the stan-
dard deviation of the two dimensional Gaussian distributed beam wander slightly decreases
as the beam diverging angle increases. Hence for the focused beam, as the fast-tracked fad-
ing pdf changes fast and the beam wander range, which is deﬁned as the three times of the
beam wander standard deviation, is large, it is likely that the fast-tracked fading pdf keeps
changing in the beam wander range. Both on-axis and off-axis fast-tracked fading pdfs
in the beam wander range contribute to the overall fading pdf. When the beam diverging
angle grows much larger, as the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked fading pdf
change much slower and the beam wander range decreases, the analytical method can be
well approximated by the fast-tracked on-axis fading pdf. In this case, for the point-like
receiver aperture, a single gamma pdf model is adequate to represent the overall fading pdf
given the variance of the normalized received laser beam power.
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The study detailed in chapter 4 compares the analytical method and the previously proposed
heuristic fading models with the directly simulated fading pdf. Only the analytical method
accurately ﬁts the directly simulated fading pdf under different turbulence strengths, propa-
gation distances, receiver aperture sizes and pointing errors. When there is only turbulence
induced beam wander pointing error, and with point-like receiver aperture, Beckmann fad-
ing pdf model can well estimate the overall fading pdfs. However, Beckmann fading pdf
model fails otherwise in our study. Both the analytical method and Beckmann fading pdf
model require certain amount of information from the channel fading. For the analyti-
cal method, given the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs, the fast-tracked beam
proﬁle and the pointing error, the overall fading pdfs can be directly calculated. For the
Beckmann model, the -1/2 order and the second order moments are required to calculated
the parameters of the Beckmann model. However, a solution is not always guaranteed for
the Beckmann fading pdf model parameters. With turbulence induced beam wander only
pointing error and point-like receiver, the GG fading pdf model provides good ﬁt when the
beam wander effect is weak. The GG fading pdf model deviates from the deep fading tail
when the beam wander effect becomes strong. The GG fading pdf model is different from
the simulated fading pdf under larger receiver aperture or under more general pointing er-
ror. Although the parameters of the GG fading pdf model are connected to the atmospheric
turbulence parameters, to better ﬁt the simulated fading pdf, the parameters are currently
obtained from the best ﬁt of the simulated fading pdf. The parameters of both the LN fad-
ing pdf model and the approximation of the IK distribution in weak turbulence condition
(IK Weak) can be directly obtained from the normalized overall fading variance. How-
ever the LN fading pdf model and IK Weak fading pdf model provide the least accurate ﬁt
compared with all the fading pdf models mentioned above. When the turbulence induced
beam wander is partially compensated by the fast-tracking system, or when the mechanical
induced extra pointing error is involved, or when the receiver aperture grows larger, only
the analytically calculated fading pdf can provide accurate match to the direct simulated
fading pdf.
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1.5 Organization of Dissertation
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, an analytical method is
used to calculate the overall fading pdf of the FSO communication system with collimated
laser beam and pointing error. In chapter 3, the analytical method is expanded to calcu-
late the overall fading pdf of the FSO communication system with laser beam propagated
with diverging angle. In chapter 4, the analytical method is compared with the previously
proposed heuristic fading pdf models. Conclusions are given in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Fading Pdf for FSO Communication
System with Pointing Error
2.1 Introduction
The free-space optical (FSO) laser communication system provides an attractive alternate
to radio frequency (RF) systems due to the larger bandwidth, higher antenna gain, better
privacy, smaller antenna and component sizes, and lower component costs [2], [3]. They
have been widely used in many applications, such as space communications, temporary
network installations, safety add-ons for important ﬁber connections, aircraft-to-aircraft
communications, the last-mile solutions, and military applications [6]–[10].
However, FSO communication also faces serious challenges. A perfectly fast-tracked FSO
laser communication system experiences random power fading due to atmospheric tur-
bulence [21]. For a FSO communication system without fast-tracking or with imperfect
fast-tracking, the fading probability density function (pdf) is also affected by the pointing
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error [27], [28], [45]–[52]. The pointing error is the overall displacement between the laser
beam center and the receiver aperture center. The pointing error is generally composed of
two components: the constant misalignment (also called boresight in the literature) and the
random pointing error. Turbulence induced beam wander, optical misalignment, mechan-
ical vibrations, and relative movements of the transmitter and the receiver are examples
of sources of pointing errors [26], [53]. Previous study shows that the turbulence induced
beam wander is equivalent to an independent two dimensional Gaussian random vibra-
tion [22]–[24]. When there is no tracking or only imperfect slow tracking, the pointing
error consists of the overall effect of the turbulence induced beam wander and the rela-
tive mechanical displacement of the transmitter and receiver. When the relative movement
of the transmitter and the receiver is eliminated by slow tracking, the pointing error only
consists of the turbulence induced beam wander. The pointing error is called the beam
wander plus extra pointing error. With fast-tracking, the overall displacement caused by
beam wander is also reduced. The residual fast-tracking error is then called pointing error.
In this chapter, an analytical method is used to calculate the overall fading pdfs for the
FSO communication system with collimated laser beam propagating through atmospheric
turbulence channel with pointing error. The exact pdfs are then obtained from direct large-
scale numerical wave-optics simulations under different propagation parameters to verify
the analytical formulation. The aerosol scattering effects [29], [30] caused by haze, rain,
snow, and fog is not considered.
The analytical method considers three factors, namely, the pointing error, the fast-tracked
beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs [21], [22], [25], [26]. The
overall channel fading pdf is formulated as two modulating independent random variables.
One is the random fading of the fast-tracked laser beam, and the other is the random power
fading induced by the pointing error on the fast-tracked beam proﬁle.
Zhao and Liao showed that when the receiver aperture size is smaller than the coherence
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radius, both on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs of the fast-tracked laser beam can be closely
modeled by the gamma pdfs. Numerical simulation is adopted to provide the fast-tracked
beam proﬁle and fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs information. For each turbu-
lence channel, once the above information is obtained, the overall fading pdf with pointing
error is directly calculated using the analytical method.
In this chapter, the FSO system uses the collimated Gaussian laser beam along a horizon-
tal direction. The laser wavelength is λ = 1.54× 10−6m. The simulations are performed
under different turbulence strengths and propagation distances. The refractive index struc-
ture parameter ranges from 5×10−15m−2/3 to 1×10−13m−2/3. The propagation distance
ranges from 0.4Km to 4Km. The receiver aperture size ranges from point-like 0cm aper-
ture to aperture with 20cm diameter. The simulations cover from weak to strong ﬂuctuation
regime. To accurately obtain especially the deep fading tail of the fading pdf, the simula-
tions are conducted under large grid size with high resolution. The ﬁeld grid size ranges
from 1024× 1024 to 2048× 2048. The ﬁeld resolution ranges from 0.625mm to 2.5mm,
which is much smaller than the coherence radius in each case. The iteration number ranges
from 0.4 million to 1 million.
The overall fading pdfs calculated using the analytical method accurately match the corre-
sponding fading pdfs obtained from numerical wave-optics simulations in all the studied
cases. They also ﬁt better than the best ﬁtted gamma-gamma (GG) and log-normal (LN)
fading pdf models under different aperture sizes in all the studied cases. The differences
are then examined in system bit error rate (BER) and the outage probability.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 derives the analytical method
to calculate the overall fading pdf of the FSO channel. Section 2.3 gives the mathematical
expression of some common pointing errors. Section 2.4 describes the direct wave-optics
simulation setup. The calculated overall fading pdf and the direct simulated fading pdf are
compared in section 2.5. Conclusions are given in section 2.6.
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2.2 Analytical Method
For a FSO laser communication systemwithout fast-tracking or with imperfect fast-tracking,
the laser beam moves at the receiver plane due to the pointing error. The pointing error is
the overall displacement between the beam weight center and the receiver aperture center.
Denote xd , yd as the overall displacement in x and y directions, Uxd ,yd(x,y) as the aver-
age beam proﬁle of the random laser beams with beam center at location (xd,yd), where
(x,y) is the displacement from the beam center at x and y directions. In our study, the
fast-tracked beam proﬁle Uxd ,yd(x,y) can be regarded to be independent with beam center
location (xd,yd) and follow the same form as the fast-tracked beam proﬁle U(x,y). The
normalized fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs are also assumed to be indepen-
dent with the beam center location (xd,yd) and follow the same set of fast-tracked fading
pdfs. Assuming the source beam is two dimensional symmetrical and the atmospheric tur-
bulence is homogeneous in both horizontal and vertical directions, the fast-tracked beam
proﬁle is two dimensional symmetrical at the receiver plane. Denote ρ as
ρ2 = x2d+ y2d (2.1)
with the same receiver aperture, the displacement ρ and the average received power Idisplace
at ρ are bijective, where
Idisplace = f (ρ) (2.2)
As the fast-tracked beam proﬁle follows the form U(x,y), the average received power
Idisplace when the displacement is ρ with receiver aperture area A is
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Idisplace =
∫∫
A(ρ)
U(x,y)dxdy (2.3)
Denote Pd(Idisplace) as the pdf of receiving average power Idisplace caused by the pointing
error based on the fast-tracked beam spot, as ρ and Idisplace are bijective, the cumulative
distribution function (cdf) of Idisplace is
FIdisplace(Idisplace) =
∫ f−1(Idisplace)
0
P(ρ)dρ (2.4)
By differentiating 2.4 with respect to Idisplace,
Pd(Idisplace) =
dρ
dIdisplace
P(ρ) (2.5)
And it can be further written as
Pd(Idisplace) =
dρ2
dIdisplace
P(ρ2) (2.6)
As the over probability of receiving instantaneous beam power Ioverall can be written as
Poverall(Ioverall) =
∫
∞
0
P(Ioverall|Idisplace)Pd(Idisplace)dIdisplace (2.7)
as
P(Ioverall|Idisplace)dIoverall = Pt
(
Ioverall
Idisplace
|Idisplace
)
d
(
Ioverall
Idisplace
)
(2.8)
P(Ioverall|Idisplace) = Pt
(
Ioverall
Idisplace
|Idisplace
)
/Idisplace (2.9)
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Hence
Poverall(Ioverall) =
∫
∞
0
Pt
(
Ioverall
Idisplace
|Idisplace
)
Pd(Idisplace)
Idisplace
dIdisplace (2.10)
where Pt
(
Ioverall
Idisplace |Idisplace
)
is the normalized fast-tracked fading pdf at on-axis and off-axis
locations.
2.3 Pointing Error Models
Denote the position of the receiver aperture center as (0,0). The pointing error is the overall
randommovement of the beam weight center (xd,yd) [21], [47]. As shown in ﬁgure 2.1, the
solid cycle represents the receiver aperture with center at (0,0). The dash cycle represents
the average beam spot of the received random beams with beam center at (xd,yd). The
pointing error of the optical beam can be caused by either fast-tracking residual, turbulence
induced beam wander, or the overall effects of beam wander and transceiver induced extra
pointing error. Fast-tracking residual error is caused by imperfect fast-tracking. Beam
wander only pointing error is the result of the perfect slow-tracking but absence of fast-
tracking. Beam wander plus transceiver induced extra pointing error is caused by ether
imperfect slow-tracking or the absence of slow-tracking. The beam wander only model can
be regarded to be ether a special case of the fast-tracking residual case where Δx= Δy= 0,
σp = σb, or a special case of the beam wander plus transceiver displacement case where
the transceiver displacement is a pulse with no misalignment. Hence only the fast-tracking
residual model and the beam wander plus transceiver induced extra pointing error model
are studied in this chapter.
In the fast-tracking residual error model, the transceiver induced extra pointing error is
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supposed to be eliminated by the tracking system. The turbulence induced Gaussian beam
wander is also reduced. Only a small amount of random displacement remains as the
fast-tracking residual. The residual is assumed to follow the two dimensional Gaussian
distribution in this chapter. In the beam wander plus transceiver induced extra pointing
error model, the random displacement is consisted with both the turbulence induced random
beam wander and the transceiver induced extra pointing error. The probability distribution
of the transceiver induced extra pointing error is studied by the Gaussian random model,
the uniform random model, and the sine sway model.
(xd, yd)
(0, 0)
beam proﬁle Uxd,yd
Receiver aperture
Figure 2.1: Random walk of the beam center.
2.3.1 Fast-tracking Residual Error
The fast-tracking residual is assumed to follow two dimensional Gaussian distribution
where
xd ∼ N(Δx,σ2dx) (2.11)
yd ∼ N(Δy,σ2dy) (2.12)
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As
ρ2 = x2d+ y2d (2.13)
ρ2/σ2d follows the noncentral chi-square distribution [54] where
P(ρ2/σ2d ) =
1
2
exp
(
−ρ
2/σ2d +λ
2
)( ρ2
σ2dλ
)k/4−1/2
Ik/2−1
(√
λρ2/σ2d
)
(2.14)
where k is the number of degree of freedom and k = 2 here, λ = (Δx2+Δy2)/σ2d , Iv(z) is
the modiﬁed Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind. Hence
P(ρ2) = 1
2σ2d
exp
(
−ρ
2+Δx2+Δy2
2σ2d
)
I0
(√
Δx2+Δy2
σ2dρ
)
(2.15)
and the overall fading pdf can be calculated by 2.6 and 2.10.
2.3.2 BeamWander Plus Transceiver Induced Extra Pointing Error
For the untracked or slow tracked FSO communication system, the optical beam random
moves due to the turbulence induced beam wander and the possible transceiver induced
extra pointing error. The distribution of (xd,yd) is consisted of two random variable. One
is the two dimensional beam wander (xb,yb) and the other is the extra random pointing
error (xp,yp). And
xd = xb+ xp (2.16)
yd = yb+ yp (2.17)
Assuming beam wander and extra pointing error are independent, denote Pxd as the pdf of
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the overall displacement in x direction, Pxb and Pxp as the pdf of the beam wander and extra
pointing error in x direction, respectively,
Pxd = Pxb ∗Pxp (2.18)
where ∗ denotes convolution.
Denote Pyd as the pdf of the overall pointing error in y direction, Pyb and Pyp as the pdf of
the beam wander and extra pointing error in y direction,
Pyd = Pyb ∗Pyp (2.19)
As
ρ2 = x2d+ y2d (2.20)
hence
Pρ2 = Px2d ∗Py2d (2.21)
As
P(x2d)dx2d = P(|xd|)d(|xd|) (2.22)
P(y2d)dy2d = P(|yd|)d(|yd|) (2.23)
where | · | denotes the absolute value. Hence
P(x2d) =
P(|xd|)
2|xd|
(2.24)
P(y2d) =
P(|yd|)
2|yd|
(2.25)
where P(|xd|),P(|yd|) can be calculated from P(xd),P(yd).
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2.3.2.1 Beam Wander
Previous studies show that the atmospheric turbulence induced beam wander (xb,yb) is
a two dimensional Gaussian random variable with zero mean and standard deviation σb,
where
xb ∼ N(0,σ2b ) (2.26)
yb ∼ N(0,σ2b ) (2.27)
and
σ2b = kC2nD
−1/3
0 L
3 (2.28)
whereC2n is the refractive-index structure parameter,D0 is the transmitter aperture diameter,
L is the propagation distance, k is the index. The geometrical optics method shows the
k = 0.97 for a collimated uniform beam [23]. k is determined to be 0.76 for collimated
Gaussian beam [21].
2.3.2.2 Two Dimensional Gaussian Random Model
The two dimensional Gaussian random model is wildly adopted in the inter-satellite optical
communication and urban FSO communication [17], [48]. In this model, the extra pointing
error follows independent two dimensional Gaussian distribution in both x and y directions
with misalignment (Δx,Δy) and variance σp, where
xp ∼ N(Δx,σ2p) (2.29)
yp ∼ N(Δy,σ2p) (2.30)
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Hence
xd ∼ N(Δx,σ2d ) (2.31)
yd ∼ N(Δy,σ2d ) (2.32)
where
σ2d = σ
2
b +σ
2
p (2.33)
Hence P(ρ) can be directly calculated with 2.15. And the overall fading pdf can be calcu-
lated by 2.6 and 2.10.
2.3.2.3 Two Dimensional Uniform Random Model
In the uniform random model, the extra pointing error follows independent uniform distri-
bution in both x and y directions with misalignment (Δx,Δy) and the maximum sway value
sx and sy, respectively, where
xp ∼ U(Δx− sx,Δx+ sx) (2.34)
yp ∼ U(Δy− sy,Δy+ sy) (2.35)
Hence
P(xp) =
⎧⎨
⎩
1
2sx ,Δx− sx ≤ xp ≤ Δx+ sx
0 ,elsewhere
(2.36)
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P(yp) =
⎧⎨
⎩
1
2sy ,Δy− sy ≤ yp ≤ Δy+ sy
0 ,elsewhere
(2.37)
Then overall fading pdf can be calculated by 2.18, 2.19, 2.22, 2.23, 2.21, 2.6 and 2.10.
2.3.2.4 Sine Sway Model
In the sine sway model, the relative movement of transmitter and receiver is modeled as one
dimensional sine sway with misalignment (Δx,Δy) and the maximum sway value s. As the
two dimensional Gaussian beam wander is cyclic symmetrical, without losing generality,
the sine sway is assumed to be along x direction.
As the cumulative distribution function of the sine sway is the arcsine function, the prob-
ability distribution of the sine sway xp follows the arcsine distribution, which is a special
case of the beta distribution with α = β = 1/2 [55]. With maximum sway value s in x
direction,
P(xp) =
1
2s
× 1
π
√
xp−Δx+s
2s (1−
xp−Δx+s
2s )
(2.38)
=
1
π
√
s2− (x−Δx)2 , Δx− s< xp < Δx+ s (2.39)
P(yp) = δ (Δy) (2.40)
Then the overall fading pdf can be calculated by 2.18, 2.19, 2.22, 2.23, 2.21, 2.6 and 2.10.
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2.4 Simulation Setup
Direct large-scale numerical wave-optics simulations are conducted to verify the proposed
analytical method under different atmospheric turbulence strengths, propagation distances,
and pointing error models. In the simulations, the Gaussian laser beam is assumed to prop-
agate along a horizontal direction. The Gaussian laser beam radius is 5cm at the transmitter
plane. The laser wavelength is λ = 1.54×10−6m. The aerosol scattering effects caused by
haze, rain, snow, and fog are not considered. And the atmospheric turbulence is simulated
by 10 to 12 phase screens uniformly placed between the transmitter and the receiver aper-
tures. The Kolmogorov spectrum is used to generate the phase screens. The grid size of the
phase screen ranges from 1024×1024 to 2048×2048. The resolution of the phase screen
ranges from 0.625mm to 2.5mm. The resolutions are much smaller than the correspond-
ing coherence radius and satisfy the restrictions to accurately simulate the wave propaga-
tion [56]. Three atmospheric turbulence channels are studied. They are 1.6Km (1 mile)
channel with C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3; 4Km (2.5 miles) channel with C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3;
And 0.4Km (0.25 mile) channel withC2n = 1×10−13m−2/3. Table 2.1 lists the correspond-
ing coherence radius and the Rytov variance of each channel. The Rytov variance ranges
from 0.24 to 1.27. The simulations cover both weak and strong turbulence regimes. The co-
herence radius ranges from 1.6cm to 2.4cm. The corresponding receiver aperture diameter
ranges from point-like 0cm to 20cm. The point-like 0cm receiver aperture is the smallest
receiver aperture that can be achieved in the simulation. It contains only single pixel. As
the simulation resolution dx ranges from 0.625mm to 2.5mm, it is much smaller than the
corresponding coherence radius. It can be regarded to a point in the optical ﬁeld. Hence the
receiver aperture size ranges from much smaller than the coherence radius to much larger
than the coherence radius. The wave-optics simulations are divided to two sets. The ﬁrst
set of the simulations provide the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked on-axis
and off-axis fading pdfs information for each of the three optical channel. The simula-
tion parameters are listed in table 2.2. Then the overall fading pdfs with pointing error
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are calculated using the analytical method based on the obtained channel information and
pointing error models. The second set of simulations directly simulate the overall fading
pdfs with corresponding pointing error for each channel to verify the analytical method.
Both fast-tracking residual model and beam wander plus transceiver induced extra pointing
error model are studied. Three common extra pointing error models, the Gaussian random
model, the uniform random model, and the sine sway model are performed in these turbu-
lence channels. Table 2.3 lists the parameters in the direct wave-optics simulations of the
overall fading pdfs. The overall fading pdfs are studied for both with and without misalign-
ment cases. For Gaussian random model, the standard deviation σd of the overall pointing
error ranges from 1.29cm to 2.57cm. For uniform random model the maximum sway am-
plitude in x and y directions are sx = 2cm, sy = 2cm. For sine sway model, sx = 2cm,
sy = 0cm.
Table 2.1: Rytov variance and coherence radius.
L C2n σ2R r0
(Km) (m−2/3) (cm)
0.4 1×10−13 0.37 1.6
1.6 5×10−15 0.24 4.2
4 5×10−15 1.27 2.4
Table 2.2: Simulation parameters for channel information.
L C2n N dx M Nphz
(Km) (m−2/3) (mm) (106)
0.4 1×10−13 2048 0.625 0.12 10
1.6 5×10−15 1024 2.5 0.31 10
4 5×10−15 1024 2.5 0.67 12
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Table 2.3: Simulation parameters for overall fading pdf.
L Pointing error C2n Δx Δy σb σp σd sx sy N dx M Nphz
(Km) model (m−2/3) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (mm) (106)
0.4 Gaussian 1×10−13 0 0 0.32 1.25 1.29 - - 2048 0.625 0.41 10
1.6 Gaussian 5×10−15 0 0 0.58 2.50 2.57 - - 1024 2.5 0.56 10
1.6 Gaussian 5×10−15 2.5 2.5 0.58 2.50 2.57 - - 1024 2.5 0.70 10
4 residual 5×10−15 0 0 - - 2.00 - - 1536 1.6 0.49 12
4 Gaussian 5×10−15 0 0 2.29 1.00 2.50 - - 1024 2.5 1 12
4 uniform 5×10−15 0 0 2.29 - 2.29 2.00 2.00 1024 2.5 1 12
4 sine 5×10−15 0 0 2.29 0 2.29 2.00 - 1024 2.5 1 12
2.5 Simulation Results
2.5.1 Channel Information
For a FSO channel, as shown in 2.10, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked on-
axis and off-axis fading pdfs contain the information needed to calculate the overall fading
pdf with pointing error. In this chapter, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked
on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs are obtained from numerical simulations. The off-axis
fading pdfs are sampled until at least 10cm away from the beam weight center with more
than 10 sample locations. The sample range covers most of locations the beam may arrive
at the receiver plane. For the point-like 0cm receiver aperture, the on-axis and off-axis
fast-tracked fading pdfs ﬁt well with gamma distribution [57]. The gamma model is used
as the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdf model for point-like 0cm apertures to
calculate the overall fading pdfs in this chapter. Hence only fast-tracked on-axis and off-
axis variance information is needed to be obtained from simulations. Table 2.4 shows the
on-axis fading pdf variance and parts of the off-axis fading pdf variance of the three optical
channels. As receiver aperture grows larger, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading
pdfs are directly obtained from the numerical simulations.
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Table 2.4: Fast-tracked fading pdf variance for point-like 0cm aperture
L C2n Sample location
(Km) (m−2/3) on-axis 3.75cm 7.5cm 10cm
0.4 1×10−13 0.291 0.338 0.664 1.013
1.6 5×10−15 0.133 0.171 0.632 1.159
4 5×10−15 0.400 0.411 1.094 1.700
2.5.2 Overall Fading Pdf
Given the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdf
information of each channel, the overall fading pdfs are directly calculated with the given
pointing error model using the analytical method. The corresponding overall fading pdfs
are also obtained from direct wave-optics simulations to verify the analytically calculated
results.
2.5.2.1 L= 1.6Km,C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3 Channel
The Rytov variance of the 1.6Km, C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3 channel is 0.24. The radius of
the fast-tracked beam proﬁle is 5.26cm (place with 1/e2 of maximum beam intensity). In
this weak turbulence channel, the analytical results are calculated for the beam wander plus
Gaussian extra pointing error model under both with and without misalignment cases based
on the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs. Fig-
ure 2.2 shows the calculated analytical fading pdfs for beam wander plus Gaussian pointing
error model with zero misalignment and σp = 2.5cm in both x and y directions. Figure 2.3
shows the calculated analytical fading pdfs for beam wander plus Gaussian pointing error
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model with 2.5cm misalignment and σp = 2.5cm in both x and y directions. The corre-
sponding GG and LN curves are also shown for comparison. The parameters α and β
for the GG model are obtained by doing best ﬁt to the simulated overall fading pdf data
while keeping the same fading variance [38]. The parameter for LN model is obtained
from the simulated fading variance. The ﬁgures show the fading pdfs of 10log10(h), where
h is the normalized received beam power, as the deep fading tail is more critical to deter-
mine the system BER performance. As shown in table 2.1, the coherence radius of this
turbulence channel is 4.2cm. The point-like 0cm receiver aperture is much smaller than
the coherence radius. The receiver aperture with 10cm diameter is closed to the size of
the fast-tracked beam spot. The 20cm receiver aperture is much larger than the coherence
radius. It is shown that the analytical results accurately ﬁt the direct wave-optics simulation
results under all the studied receiver aperture sizes in both pointing error cases. And the
best ﬁtted GG and LN fading pdfs deviate from the simulated fading pdf at both left and
right tails from point-like 0cm receiver aperture to the 20cm receiver aperture. For Gaus-
sian extra pointing error model with 0cm misalignment and σp = 2.5cm case, the overall
beam random displacement standard deviation is σd = 2.57cm. With point-like 0cm re-
ceiver aperture, both simulated fading probability density and analytical fading probability
density remain a little higher than 10−5 at -40dB. The best ﬁtted GG pdf model estimates
the probability density reduces to 10−5 at about -25dB power fading. The LN pdf model
reaches 10−5 at only about -13dB power fading. With 10cm receiver aperture, both GG
and LN pdf models reach probability density 10−5 at about −7dB while the simulated fad-
ing pdf and the analytical fading pdf keep higher than 10−5 until more than -20dB power
fading. With 20cm receiver aperture, large part of the instant random laser beam spot is
covered by the receiver aperture, hence the fading is relatively weak. Both the simulated
fading pdf and the analytical fading pdf reach 10−5 at about -8dB power fading. The LN
model reaches 10−5 at about only -1.5dB. The GG model approaches to the LN fading pdf
model in this case. It also should be noticed that both GG and LN pdf models estimate
higher probability density to receive large power (the right tails) than the simulated fading
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pdf and the analytical fading pdf in all the receiver aperture cases.
When the misalignment increases to 2.5cm in both x and y directions, the chance of ran-
dom beam deviating from the receiver aperture increases. With the same overall random
displacement standard deviation σd , the probability density of the FSO channel getting deep
fading becomes higher. With point-like 0cm receiver aperture, the probability density of
the FSO communication system suffering from -40dB power fading increases from around
10−5 to about 2×10−4. And the probability density of the system to get -51dB deep power
fading is 10−5. With 10cm receiver aperture, the probability density of the system getting
-20dB power fading increases from about 3× 10−5 to about 5× 10−4. For 20cm receiver
aperture, the chance of part of the random beam moving out the receiver aperture increases
compared to no misalignment case. The probability density of the system suffering -7dB
power fading increases from about 2×10−5 to about 5×10−4. And the probability density
of suffering -14dB power fading increases to higher than 1× 10−5. In this pointing error
case, the GG pdf model and the LN pdf model still overestimate the probability density of
receiving high beam power and hence optimistically estimate the probability density of the
system experiencing deep fading.
2.5.2.2 L= 4Km, C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3 Channel
The radius of the fast-tracked beam proﬁle grows to 6.34cm at the receiver plane for the
4Km channel. The Rytov variance is 1.27. It is in strong atmospheric turbulence regime.
The coherence radius is 2.4cm. The receiver aperture diameter ranges from 0cm to 20cm.
Based on the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading
pdfs information, the overall fading pdfs are calculated for four different random overall
pointing error models. They are the fast-tracking residual pointing error model, the beam
wader plus Gaussian random pointing error model, the beam wader plus uniform random
pointing error model, and the beam wander plus sine sway model.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison for the analytical curve with the direct wave-optics sim-
ulation curve. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3. L = 1.6Km. Gaussian extra pointing error
model. σb = 0.58cm. σp = 2.5cm. σd = 2.57cm. Δx = Δy = 0cm. dx = 2.5mm.
Coherence radius is 4.2cm. Rytov variance is 0.24. 1024×1024. 0.56M iterations.
Figure 2.4 shows the comparison of the large-scale direct wave-optics simulated over-
all fading pdfs and the calculated analytical overall fading pdfs for the L = 4Km, C2n =
5× 10−15m−2/3 channel with Gaussian fast-tracking residual pointing error model. The
transceiver induced extra pointing error is assumed to be well eliminated. And the beam
wander is assumed to be reduced by the fast-tracking system. The fast-tracking residual
is assumed to follow two dimensional Gaussian distribution with mean Δx = Δy = 0cm
and σp = 2cm in both x and y directions. The analytical fading pdfs accurately follow the
simulated fading pdfs in all the receiver aperture sizes. For this relatively small random
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Figure 2.3: Comparison for the analytical curve with the direct wave-optics sim-
ulation curve. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3. L = 1.6Km. Gaussian extra pointing error
model. σb = 0.58cm. σp = 2.5cm. σd = 2.57cm. Δx= Δy= 2.5cm. dx = 2.5mm.
Coherence radius is 4.2cm. Rytov variance is 0.24. 1024×1024. 0.70M iterations.
pointing error, the GG and LN fading pdf models still fail to accurately estimate the overall
fading pdfs.
Figure 2.5 shows overall fading pdfs for beam wander plus extra Gaussian random pointing
error model where Δx = Δy = 0cm and σp = 1cm in both x and y directions. The beam
wander standard deviation σb= 2.29cm. The total random displacement standard deviation
is σd = 2.5cm. It is shown that with point-like 0cm receiver aperture, the probability density
of the system getting -50 power fading is around 10−5. The fading pdf is much less severe
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comparing with the fading pdf (ﬁgure 2.3(a)) obtained from the L = 1.6Km, Δ = 2.5cm,
σd = 2.57cm channel with 0cm receiver aperture. This is because of the narrower fast-
tracked beam proﬁle and the relatively larger misalignment for the 1.6Km case although
the overall random displacement standard deviation is almost the same. The overall fading
pdfs with extra uniform random pointing error model and extra sine sway pointing error
model in this 4Km channel are also calculated. Figure 2.6(a) and ﬁgure 2.6(b) show the
calculated analytical fading pdfs for uniform random model and sine sway model with
0cm receiver aperture, respectively. In the uniform random model, the overall pointing
error is the turbulence induced two dimensional Gaussian random beam wander combining
with the independent two dimensional uniform random extra pointing error with max sway
amplitude s= 2cm in both x and y directions. In the sine sway model, the overall pointing
error is the two dimensional Gaussian beam wander combining with the one dimensional
sine sway with max sway amplitude s= 2cm in x direction. It is shown in the studied cases,
the probability density of systemwith two dimensional uniform random extra pointing error
model suffering from deep fading is a little higher than the corresponding system with the
one dimensional sine sway extra pointing error model. In all the pointing error cases, the
analytical fading pdfs ﬁt well with the simulated fading pdfs. The GG and LN pdf models
deviate from the simulated fading pdf.
2.5.2.3 L= 0.4Km,C2n = 1×10−13m−2/3 Channel
The overall fading pdfs are also studied for higherC2n case. Figure 2.7 shows the large-scale
direct wave-optics simulated fading pdfs and the analytical calculated overall fading pdfs
in turbulence channel with L = 0.4Km, C2n = 1× 10−13m−2/3. The receiver aperture size
ranges from point-like 0cm aperture to 20cm receiver aperture. The coherence radius is
1.6cm. The pointing error model is the beam wander plus extra Gaussian random pointing
error model with zero misalignment and σp = 1.25cm. The beam wander standard devia-
tion σb = 0.32cm. The total random displacement standard deviation σd = 1.29cm. The
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Figure 2.4: Comparison for the analytical curve with the direct wave-optics sim-
ulation curve. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3. L = 4Km. Gaussian tracking residual error
model. σd = 2cm. Δx=Δy= 0cm. dx = 1.6mm. Coherence radius is 2.4cm. Rytov
variance is 1.27. 1024×1024. 0.49M iterations.
analytical fading pdfs also ﬁt well with the simulated fading pdf in all the aperture sizes in
this high C2n case.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison for the analytical curve with the direct wave-optics simu-
lation curve. C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3. L= 4Km. Gaussian extra pointing error model.
σb = 2.29cm. σp = 1cm. σd = 2.5cm. Δx = Δy = 0cm. dx = 2.5mm. Coherence
radius is 2.4cm. Rytov variance is 1.27. 1024×1024. 1M iterations.
2.5.3 Average BER and Outage Probability
To evaluate the inﬂuence of the fading pdf to the FSO communication system performance,
the BER and the outage probability are studied. Assume the system model is
y= hx+n (2.41)
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Figure 2.6: Comparison for the analytical curve with the direct wave-optics sim-
ulation curve. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3. L = 4Km. Uniform random model and sine
sway model. σb = 2.29cm. s = 2cm. dx = 2.5mm. Coherence radius is 2.4cm.
Rytov variance is 1.27. 1024×1024. 1M iterations.
where y is the received instantaneous signal, h is the normalized channel fading, x is the
average received signal, n is the equivalent Gaussian noise, and n∼ N(0,σ2n ). Assume the
signal is modulated by OOK modulation where
x=
⎧⎨
⎩ x¯, send 10, send 0 (2.42)
where x¯ is the average received power when ‘1’ is transmitted. Assume the probabilities
to send signal ‘0’ and signal ‘1’ are equal, hence P(x = 0) = P(x = x¯) = 1/2. Assume
the receiver has the knowledge of the instant channel state h, given Gaussian noise n, the
optimal threshold Th that minimize the error probability is Th = hx¯/2. Denote
A=
1
2
x¯, (2.43)
the instantaneous error probability Pe(h) after optimal thresholding is [54]
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Figure 2.7: Comparison for the analytical curve with the direct wave-optics sim-
ulation curve. C2n = 1× 10−13m−2/3. L = 0.4Km. Gaussian extra pointing error.
σb = 0.32cm. σp = 1.25cm. σd = 1.29cm. Δx = Δy = 0cm. dx = 0.625mm.
Coherence radius is 1.6cm. Rytov variance is 0.37. 2048×2048. 0.41M iterations.
Pe(h) = Q
(
hx¯
2σn
)
= Q
(
hA
σn
)
(2.44)
Hence
¯Pe =
∫
Pe(h)P(h)dh (2.45)
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where ¯Pe is the average BER.
Assuming σ2n = 1, the average BERs calculated from simulated fading pdf, analytical fad-
ing pdf, best ﬁtted GG pdf and LN pdf are compared. Figure 2.8 shows the estimated BER
performance for the FSO channel with L= 1.6Km andC2n = 5×10−15m−2/3. The pointing
error model is beam wander plus transceiver induced extra Gaussian random pointing error
model with Δ= 2.5cm and σp = 2.5cm in both x and y directions. The corresponding fad-
ing pdfs are shown in ﬁgure 2.3. It is shown that the analytical method accurately estimates
the system BER performance. Both the best ﬁtted GG model and LN model underestimate
the system BER for all the studied receiver aperture sizes. LN model predicts the most
underestimated BER performance in all the fading pdf models. The BER estimated from
the best ﬁtted GG model lies between the BER obtained from LN model and the BER ob-
tained from simulated fading pdf. When the aperture size grows, the BER estimated from
GG model approaches the BER estimated from the LN model. And both the BERs still
deviate from that estimated by the simulated fading pdf and analytical fading pdf. For the
point-like 0cm receiver aperture, with the average received energy 10log10(A) = 18dB, the
BER estimated by simulated fading pdf and the BER estimated by the analytical fading
pdf are both about 1.8× 10−2. The BER estimated by the best ﬁtted GG model is about
8.6× 10−4. The BER estimated by the corresponding LN model is only about 1× 10−5.
Hence the BER estimated from LN model is about 1800 times lower than the actual BER
obtained from simulation. Although best ﬁtted GG model has a much better estimation
than the LN model, it still about only 4.8% of that estimated by the simulation. And even
the BER estimated from the GG model deviates from the simulated BER curve since BER
= 2× 10−1. For 10cm receiver aperture, when 10log10(A) = 11.6dB, the BER estimated
by the simulated fading pdf and that by the analytical fading pdf are both about 8.3×10−3.
The BER estimated by the GG model is 11.2×10−5. The BER estimated by the LN model
is only 1×10−5. When the aperture size grows to 20cm, the fading is less severe (2.3(d)).
In this case, with 10log10(A) = 6.9dB, the BER estimated by LN model is still about only
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1.4% of that obtained by either simulated fading pdf or the analytical fading pdf. The BER
estimated by the GG model is almost identical to the BER estimated by the LN fading pdf
model. When receiver aperture size grows even larger, the fading pdf obtained from each
model becomes quite narrow. The BER approaches the no fading Gaussian channel BER
performance (not shown here). And they are not sensitive to a particular fading pdf model.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison for the averaged BER among simulation, analytical
method, GG model and LN model. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3. L = 1.6Km. Gaus-
sian random model. σb = 0.58cm. σp = 2.5cm. σd = 2.57cm. Δx = Δy = 2.5cm.
dx = 2.5mm. Coherence radius is 4.2cm. Rytov variance is 0.24. 1024× 1024.
0.70M iterations.
Table 2.5 shows average received beam power 10log10(A) needed at the receiver to achieve
the average BER = 1× 10−5 estimated by different models with receiver aperture ranges
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Table 2.5: 10log10(A) requires to achieve BER = 1×10−5.
Model Aperture D (cm)0 5 7 10 14 20
Simulation 39.1 33.8 33.6 31.0 25.1 14.4
Analytical 39.1 33.3 33.3 31.0 25.0 14.2
Gamma-gamma 27.7 20.5 17.3 13.2 9.95 6.93
Log-normal 18.0 15.3 13.9 11.6 9.08 6.93
from 0cm to 20cm. For point-like 0cm receiver aperture, the analytical method estimates
almost the same average received beam power 10log10(A) as obtained by the simula-
tion results. Both of these two methods estimate the 10log10(A) to be around 39.1dB
to achieve BER = 10−5. The required energy estimated by the best ﬁtted GG model
is 10log10(A) = 22.7dB. It is 11.4dB less than the simulated result. In fact, as shown
in ﬁgure 2.8(a), when 10log10(A) = 27.7dB, the actual BER obtained from simulation is
1.6× 10−3. It is 160 times higher than the expected BER. The required energy estimated
by the LN model is even smaller than the GG model. By LN model, only 18dB average
received beam power at receiver is required to achieve BER= 1×10−5. For 10cm receiver
aperture, the required average received beam power 10log10(A) estimated by simulated
fading pdf and the analytical fading pdf are both 31dB to achieve BER = 1× 10−5. The
required average received beam power 10log10(A) estimated by the best ﬁtted GG model
is 13.2dB. It is 17.8dB lower and only 42.6% of that obtained from simulated fading pdf.
The required average received beam power 10log10(A) obtained from LN model is about
11.6dB, which is 19.4dB less than that required by the simulated fading pdf. And the av-
erage BER obtained at 10log10(A) = 13.2dB is about 5.3× 10−3. It is about 530 times
higher than the required BER. For 20cm receiver aperture, both GG model and LN model
estimate the system achieves BER = 1×10−5 when 10log10(A) is around 6.93dB. The re-
sults from the simulated fading pdf and analytical fading pdf both show the system requires
10log10(A) to be about 14.2dB to achieve BER = 1×10−5.
The variations of the received optical signal power caused by atmospheric turbulence in
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time are generally of the order of milliseconds [19]. The pointing errors are generally with
the vibration frequency less than 100Hz [5]. The symbol rates of the FSO communica-
tion systems are generally in the order of Mbps or Gbps. Both the turbulence induced
fading and the extra pointing error induced fading are slow fading comparing to the data
rate. Hence the performance of the FSO communication system is also greatly affected by
the outage probability. Table 2.6 shows the probability of 10dB outage with the previous
1.6Km Gaussian extra pointing error channel with Δ = 2.5cm and σp = 2.5cm in both x
and y directions. The receiver aperture size ranges from point like 0cm to 20cm. For all the
studied receiver aperture sizes, the outage probability estimated by the analytical method
and the outage probability estimated by the direct wave-optics simulation are almost iden-
tical for 10dB outage. The outage probability estimated by the best ﬁtted GG model and
the LN model are both smaller than that obtained from the simulation and from the ana-
lytical method. For the smallest point-like 0cm receiver aperture, the outage probability
obtained from the simulated fading pdf is 17.8%. The outage probability obtained from
the analytical method is 17.6%. The outage probability obtained from the best ﬁtted GG
model is 4.86%. And the outage probability obtained from LN fading pdf model is only
10.2%. When the receiver aperture size increases, the outage probabilities estimated by
both GG model and LN model quickly decrease. The outage probabilities estimated by
the simulated fading pdf and the analytical fading pdf decrease much slower. With 10cm
receiver aperture, the outage probabilities estimated by both the GG and LN models de-
crease to zeros. The outage probabilities estimated by both the simulated fading pdf and
the analytical fading pdf are both about 3%.
2.6 Conclusion
An analytical method is used to calculate the overall fading pdf of the FSO channel with
pointing error. The pointing error is the overall displacement between the laser beamweight
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Table 2.6: Probability (%) for 10dB outage. L = 1.6Km. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3.
Gaussian random pointing error model. Δx= Δy= 2.5cm, and σp = 2.5cm in both
x and y directions.
Model Aperture D (cm)0 5 7 10 14 20
Simulation 17.8 10.2 7.01 3.07 0.64 0.02
Analytical 17.6 10.4 7.08 3.15 0.66 0.02
Gamma-gamma 4.86 1.22 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00
Log-normal 1.02 0.15 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
center and the receiver aperture center at the receiver plane. Given a FSO channel, the fast-
tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs are obtained by
numerical simulations. With the channel information, the overall fading pdf can be directly
calculated using the analytical method with the pointing error model.
Large scale direct wave-optics numerical simulations are performed to verify the calculated
fading pdfs. The FSO channels with different propagation distances, turbulence strength,
receiver aperture sizes and pointing errors are studied. The simulations cover from weak
turbulence regime to strong turbulence regime. Both the fast-tracking residual pointing
error model and the beam wander plus transceiver induced extra pointing error model are
studied. Three transceiver induced extra pointing error models are studied. They are the
Gaussian random model, the uniform random model, and the sine sway model. The ana-
lytical method accurately estimates the fading pdf in all our studied cases. The analytical
method is also compared with the GG and LN fading pdf models. When only the beam
wander is involved, the GG fading pdf model is regarded to be a good estimation of the
overall fading pdf if the receiver aperture size is much smaller than the coherence radius.
And the LN model is regarded to ﬁt the fading pdf if the receiver aperture size is much
larger than the receiver aperture size [38]. However, the analytical method shows a better
ﬁt than both the GG and LN fading pdf models from point-like aperture which is much
smaller than the coherence radius to the 20cm aperture which is much larger than the co-
herence radius in our studied cases. The analytical method accurately estimates the fading
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pdfs in all the studied pointing errors. Both the GG model and the LN model underestimate
the average BER of the FSO communication system. The outage probability is also under-
estimated by both the GG model and the LN model. Due to the long deep fading period
of the slow fading channel, this will largely underestimate the damage caused by outage to
the system.
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Chapter 3
Fading Pdf with Beam Diverging Angle
3.1 Introduction
In a FSO communication system without perfect fast-tracking, the laser beam spot ran-
domly moves on the receiver aperture plane due to the pointing error. When the laser beam
moves away from the receiver aperture, deep fading or even outage may occur. To avoid
the serious system performance degradation caused by the deep fading and even outage,
one of the methods is to change the diverging angle of the transmitted laser beam.
When the beam diverging angle increases, the laser spot size at the receiver plane becomes
larger. With a larger beam spot size, suppose under the same pointing error, the chance
that the large part of the laser beam moves out of the receiver aperture becomes smaller.
However, when the beam spot size is larger than the receiver aperture size, an larger beam
diverging angle generally causes smaller portion of the laser beam power to be received on
average by the receiver aperture. This causes a larger average received power loss compared
to the smaller beam diverging angle case. The large average received power loss also
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seriously degrades the system performance. An optimal beam diverging angle that balances
the deep fading and the average power loss given the receiver aperture size, propagation
distance and the atmospheric turbulence condition is discussed in [1]. It is found that when
the receiver aperture size is large comparing to the beam spot size, the FSO communication
system with focused beam can achieve better performance. When the receive aperture size
is smaller than the beam spot size, large beam diverging angle is preferred. With the optimal
beam diverging angle, better system performance can be achieved with the same transmitter
power comparing to FSO communication system with the collimated beam case. In the
past, most studies focused on the FSO communication system with collimated laser beam.
And to our best knowledge, there is no general mathematical model on the fading pdf of
the FSO communication system with beam diverging angle.
In this chapter, the analytical method is used to analysis the overall fading pdf of the FSO
communication system with a point-like receiver aperture and a beam diverging angle. As
mentioned in the chapter 2, in the analytical method, the overall fading pdf is calculated
from the three factors, namely, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs, the fast-
tracked beam proﬁle, and the pointing error. The impact of beam diverging angle on the
these factors are studied.
Large-scale wave-optics numerical simulations prove that for point-like receiver aperture,
the fast-tracked fading pdfs can still be well modeled by the gamma pdf model at both
on-axis and off-axis locations when the laser beam is transmitted with either focused or
diverged beam angle. Based on the gamma pdf model, only variance information is re-
quired to obtain the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs. It is found that when
the beam diverging angle increases, variance of the normalized fast-tracked on-axis and
off-axis received beam power fading also stretches to the off-axis locations. That is to say,
the variance of the fast-tracked fading changes slower and the changes in a wider range as
the sample location move away from the fast-tracked beam center. The numerical simu-
lations show that fast-tracked beam proﬁle also grows wider as the beam diverging angle
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increases. For both focused and diverged beam cases, the radius of the fast-tracked beam
proﬁle is close to that of the diffraction pattern. It is a little larger due to the turbulence
induced beam broadening effect [11]. In this chapter, the pointing error is the turbulence
induced beam wander. When the laser beam is transmitted with a beam diverging angle,
the beam wander still follows the two dimensional Gaussian distribution [11]. The numer-
ical simulation shows that the variance of the turbulence induced beam wander decreases
as the beam diverging angle increases. As the possible extra pointing error induced by
the relative mechanical movement of the transmitter and receiver can be considered to be
independent of the beam diverging angle, the variance of the overall pointing error is also
expected to decrease as the beam diverging angle increases for the general pointing error
case. Hence It is possible that for a FSO communication system with a small beam diverg-
ing angle, such as with the focused beam case, the variance of the normalized fast-tracked
on-axis and off-axis fading changes in the whole pointing error range. In this case, both
the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading contributes to the overall fading pdf. For a FSO
communication system with a quite large beam diverging angle, the variance of normalized
fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading keeps almost unchanged in most of pointing error
range. The fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fadings can be represented by the fast-tracked
on-axis fading. As the fast-tracked beam proﬁle also changes little during the pointing error
range in this well diverged beam case, the overall fading pdf can be approximated by the
fast-tracked on-axis fading pdf.
In this chapter, direct large-scale numerical wave-optics simulations are performed to study
the channel informations needed by the analytical method to calculate the overall fading
pdf when the laser beam is propagated with a beam diverging angle. The studied channel
informations are, namely, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle, the fast-tracked on-aixs and off-
axis fading pdfs. The Kolmogorov phase screens are used to simulate the atmospheric
turbulence. In the FSO system, the Gaussian laser beam is assumed to propagation along
a horizontal direction. The laser wavelength is λ = 1.54× 10−6m. The direct numerical
wave-optics simulations are performed under different turbulence strengths, propagation
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distances and beam diverging angles. The refractive index structure parameter ranges from
5× 10−15m−2/3 to 5× 10−14m−2/3. The propagation distance L ranges from 0.75Km to
2.5Km in the focused beam cases. And L ranges from 0.5Km to 2Km in the diverged
beam cases. The receiver aperture is the point-like 0cm aperture, which contains only
single pixel in the simulation ﬁeld. It is much smaller than the coherence radius and can be
regarded to be a point in the optical ﬁeld. The pointing error is the beam wander induced
pointing error. To accurately obtain especially the deep fading tail of the fading pdf, the
simulations are conducted under large grid size with high resolution. The ﬁeld grid size
ranges from 1024× 1024 to 2048× 2048. The ﬁeld resolution ranges from 0.625mm to
2.5mm, which is much smaller than the coherence radius in each case. The iteration number
ranges from 0.19 million to 0.62 million to obtain a smooth pdf curve and enough fading
pdf tail information.
The overall fading pdf curves calculated by the analytical method accurately match the cor-
responding fading pdf curves obtained from numerical wave-optics simulations in all the
studied cases with both focused and diverged laser beam. As the diverging angle changes,
the fast-tracked beam proﬁle size changes. When the fast-tracked beam proﬁle size is at the
range of the turbulence induced beam wander, the overall fading pdf is greatly affected by
the beam wander induced fading. The analytical method has better ﬁt than the best ﬁtted
gamma-gamma (GG) and the log-normal (LN) fading pdf models. When the beam is well
diverged, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle size is much larger than the beam wander range.
And the fast-tracked off-axis fading pdf changes much slower as the receiver aperture lo-
cation departs from the fast-tracked beam center. The overall fading pdf is close to the
fast-tracked on-axis fading pdf.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the direct wave-
optics simulation setup for the FSO communication system with beam diverging angle. In
section 3.3, ﬁrst, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs are proved to be well
modeled by the gamma pdf model with both focused and diverged laser beam. The an-
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alytically calculated fading pdfs are then veriﬁed by the directly simulated fading pdfs.
Conclusions are given in section 3.4.
3.2 Simulation Setup
Large-scale wave-optics numerical simulations are conducted for FSO communication sys-
tem with point-like receiver aperture in this chapter to provide two sets of information.
First, numerical simulations provide the channel information needed for the analytical
method to calculated the overall fading pdf in each optical channel. They are namely,
fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs, fast-tracked beam proﬁle, and pointing error.
The pointing error in this chapter is the turbulence induced beam wander. It is known that
fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs can be well modeled by the gamma pdf model
for the FSO communication system with point-like receiver when a collimated laser beam
is transmitted [57]. Large-scale numerical simulations are used in this chapter to prove
when the laser beam is transmitted with a diverging angle, the fast-tracked on-axis and
off-axis fading pdfs received by the point-like receiver still can be well formulated by the
gamma pdf model. With the gamma pdf model, only fading variance at on-axis and off-axis
locations are required to be obtained from numerical simulation to generate the fast-tracked
on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs. The turbulence induced beam wander is shown to follow
the two dimensional Gaussian distribution [11]. For collimated laser beam, the standard
deviation can be calculated from 2.28. When the laser beam is transmitted with an di-
verging angle, the standard deviation is directly obtained from the numerical simulation.
The fast-tracked beam proﬁle is also directly obtained from the simulation. With the fast-
tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle, and the turbulence
induced beam wander, the overall fading pdfs of the received beam power are calculated
using the analytical method for both focused and diverged laser beams. Then the overall
fading pdfs are also obtained from direct numerical simulation to verify the analytically
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calculated overall fading pdfs.
The large-scale numerical wave-optics simulations are conducted under different atmo-
spheric turbulence strengths, and propagation distances for both focused and diverged laser
beam cases. The simulation program is veriﬁed by both analytical analysis and the Matlab
AO toolbox. In the simulations, the Gaussian laser beam propagates along a horizontal
direction. The Gaussian laser beam radius is 5cm at the transmitter plane. The laser wave-
length is λ = 1.54× 10−6m. The aerosol scattering effects [29], [30] caused by haze,
rain, snow, and fog are not considered. The transmitter and receiver are assumed to be
constantly perfectly aimed. Hence mechanical displacement induced extra pointing error
is not considered. The atmospheric turbulence is simulated by 10 phase screens uniformly
placed between the transmitter and the receiver apertures. Table 3.1 and table 3.2 show the
parameters for focused beam case and diverged beam case, respectively. The propagation
distance L ranges from 0.75Km to 2.5Km for focused beam case. L ranges from 0.5Km to
2Km for diverged beam case. For focused beam case, the laser beam is exactly focused at
the receiver aperture center and L/F = 1, where F is the focal length. For diverged case,
the laser beam is reversely focused with F = −L. Hence L/F = −1 for all the diverged
beam cases. The Kolmogorov spectrum is used to generate the phase screens. The grid size
of the phase screen N×N ranges from 1024×1024 to 2048×2048. The resolution dx of
the phase screen ranges from 0.625mm to 2.5mm. The resolution dx is much smaller than
the corresponding coherence radius r0 and satisﬁes the restrictions to accurately simulate
the wave propagation. The grid size N×N is large enough to avoid the alias effect with
the given grid size. During the simulation, the laser beam is assumed to be received by the
point-like 0cm receiver. The point-like receiver contains only single pixel in the receiver
plane. The radius r˜ of the equivalent circular aperture [38] are also listed in table 3.1 and
table 3.2 for focused and diverged beam cases, respectively. The point-like receiver is much
smaller than the coherence radius. It can be regarded to a point in the optical ﬁeld.
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Table 3.1: Simulation parameters for focused beam. L/F = 1.
L C2n N r0 dx M r˜
(Km) (m−2/3) (mm) (mm) (×106) (mm)
0.75 5×10−14 2048 16.8 0.5 0.19 0.28
1 5×10−15 1024 56.1 1.25 0.32 0.71
2 5×10−15 1536 37.0 1.4 0.48 0.79
2.5 5×10−15 1536 32.4 1.5 0.62 0.99
Table 3.2: Simulation parameters for diverged beam. L/F =−1.
L C2n N r0 dx M r˜
(Km) (m−2/3) (mm) (mm) (×106) (mm)
0.5 5×10−14 2048 21.4 0.65 0.26 0.37
0.5 5×10−15 1024 85.1 0.9 0.32 0.51
1 5×10−15 1024 56.1 1.25 0.47 0.71
2 5×10−15 1536 37.0 1.4 0.30 0.79
3.3 Simulation Results
3.3.1 Fast-tracked Fading Pdf
With the perfect fast-tracking, the overall pointing error is assumed to be well compen-
sated [21], [27], [47]. The received beam power vibrates due to the turbulence induced
wave front distortion.
For FSO communication system with collimated beam, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-
axis fading pdfs can be modeled by the gamma pdf model [57]. Large scale numerical
simulations in this chapter prove when the laser beam is transmitted with a diverging an-
gle, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs can also be closely modeled by the
gamma pdf model. Figure 3.1(a), 3.1(b), 3.1(c), and 3.1(d) show the gamma ﬁt of the
fast-tracked fading pdfs obtained by point-like receiver at on-axis and off-axis locations for
Gaussian focused beam with L/F = 1 at L = 1Km, L = 2Km, and L = 2.5Km with C2n =
5×10−15m−2/3 and L= 0.75Km withC2n = 5×10−14m−2/3. Figure 3.2(a), 3.2(b), 3.2(c),
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and 3.2(d) show the gamma ﬁt of the fast-tracked fading pdfs obtained with point-like re-
ceiver at both on-axis and off-axis locations for Gaussian diverged beam with L/F = −1
at L = 0.5Km, L = 1Km, and L = 2Km with C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3 and L = 0.5Km with
C2n = 5× 10−14m−2/3. The pdfs are shown on the 10log10(h) scale where h is the nor-
malized channel state to emphasis the deep fading tails of the fading pdfs. The gamma
fading pdfs are generated by the variance of the simulated fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis
normalized power fading. It shows that the simulated fast-tracked fading pdfs follow the
gamma pdf model quite well at both an-axis and off-axis locations in all the studied beam
diverging angles, propagation distances, and turbulence strengths. In the rest of this chap-
ter, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs are generated using their corresponding
variances based on the gamma pdf model.
3.3.2 Overall Fading Pdf
The analytical method considered three factors to calculate the overall fading pdf with
beam wander. They are, namely, fast-tracked beam proﬁle, fast-tracked on-axis and off-
axis fading pdfs, and the beam wander.
Figure 3.3(a), 3.3(b), 3.3(c), 3.3(d) and ﬁgure 3.4(a), 3.4(b), 3.4(c), 3.4(d) show the fast-
tracked beam proﬁle for both focused and diverged beams at different turbulence strengths
and propagation distances. The x axis is the distance r to the fast-tracked beam center. The
maximum beam intensity of the Gaussian laser beam at the transmitter plane is assumed to
be 1.
The beam radiusW (place with 1/e2 of the maximum beam intensity) of the fast-tracked
beam proﬁle is listed in table 3.3 and table 3.4 for focused and diverged beam, respectively.
The beam radius of the corresponding diffraction pattern ˜W are also listed for comparison.
The radius of the fast-tracked beam proﬁleW is close to the radius of the diffraction pattern
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Figure 3.1: Fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs for focused beam.
˜W . The atmospheric turbulence increases the radius a little due to the beam broadening
effect.
For the Gaussian beam with diverging angle, the turbulence induced beam wander still
follows the two dimensional independent Gaussian distribution. The standard deviation σw
of the beam wander for focused beam and diverged beam is listed in table 3.3 and table 3.4,
respectively. And the beam wander standard deviation σ˜w of the corresponding collimated
beam is also listed for comparison. In our studied cases, as the beam diverging angle
increases, the standard deviation of beam wander σw slightly decreases. This corresponds
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Figure 3.2: Fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs for diverged beam.
to a small revise to k obtained in the collimated beam case in 2.28.
As the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs can be well modeled by the gamma
fading pdf model, only variance information is required to be obtained through numer-
ical simulation. Figure 3.3(a), 3.3(b), 3.3(c), and 3.3(d) show the standard deviation of
the normalized fast-tracked fading obtained with point-like receiver at both on-axis and
off-axis locations for Gaussian focused beam with L/F = 1 at L = 1Km, L = 2Km and
L = 2.5Km with C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3 and L = 0.75Km with C2n = 5×10−14m−2/3. Fig-
ure 3.4(a), 3.4(b), 3.4(c), and 3.4(d) show the standard deviation of the normalized fast-
tracked fading obtained with point-like receiver at both on-axis and off-axis locations for
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Table 3.3: Beam radius W and beam wander standard deviation σw for focused
beam. L/F = 1.
L C2n W ˜W σw σ˜w
(Km) (m−2/3) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)
0.75 5×10−14 1.22 0.74 0.87 0.59
1 5×10−15 1.01 0.98 0.31 0.29
2 5×10−15 2.06 1.96 0.87 0.81
2.5 5×10−15 2.59 2.45 1.20 1.13
Table 3.4: Beam radius W and beam wander standard deviation σw for diverged
beam. L/F =−1.
L C2n W ˜W σw σ˜w
(Km) (m−2/3) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)
0.5 5×10−14 10.05 10.01 0.31 0.32
0.5 5×10−15 10.02 10.01 0.10 0.10
1 5×10−15 10.07 10.05 0.27 0.29
2 5×10−15 10.30 10.20 0.78 0.81
Gaussian diverged beam with L/F = −1 at L = 0.5Km, L = 1Km and L = 2Km with
C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3 and L= 0.5Km with C2n = 5×10−14m−2/3. The vertical line shows
the 3σw region of the beam wander. With the fast-tracked fading variance, the fast-tracked
on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs are generated based on the gamma pdf model.
For focused beams, the fast-tracked fading standard deviation σt changes quickly as the
point-like receiver aperture moves away from the fast-tracked beam center. For C2n = 5×
10−15m−2/3, at L= 1Km, the standard deviation σt begins to rapidly increase as soon as the
receiver aperture moves apart from the fast-tracked beam center. σt saturates soon when the
receiver aperture is about 3cm away from the fast-tracked beam center. As the turbulence
induced beam wander standard deviation σw is 0.31cm, the fast-tracked fading standard
deviation σt keeps changing in the whole 3σw beam wander region. When L increases
to 2.5Km, the fast-tracked fading standard deviation σt begins to rapidly increases when
the receiver aperture is about 2cm away from the fast-tracked beam center. σt begins to
saturate when the receiver aperture is about 5cm away from the fast-tracked beam center.
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The beam wander standard deviation σw is 1.2cm in this turbulence channel. Hence the σt
also keeps changing in the whole 3σw beam wander region. For C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3, at
L = 0.75Km, σw is 0.87cm and σt saturates after the receiver aperture is about 2cm away
from the receiver aperture. In the 3σw region the σt also keeps changing.
For diverged beam, the beam spot size is much larger. The standard deviation σt keeps
almost unchanged around the fast-tracked center compared to the focused beam case. For
C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3, at L= 1Km, σt almost keeps the same until the receiver aperture is
about 10cm away from the fast-tracked beam center. For comparison, in the focused beam
case, the σt changes immediately as the receiver aperture moves apart from the fast-tracked
beam center. And the σt of this diverged beam begins to saturate until the receiver aperture
is about 25cm away from the fast-tracked beam center, which is also greatly increased
comparing to the focused beam case. On the other hand, the turbulence induced beam
wander standard deviation σw decreases a little from 0.31cm of the focused beam to 0.27cm
of the diverged beam. The σt keeps unchanged in the 3σw beam wander region. At L =
2Km, the σt keeps almost unchanged until the receiver aperture is more than 5cm away
from the fast-tracked beam center, while in the focused beam case, the σt begins to rapidly
increase as the aperture is 1cm away from fast-tracked beam center. The beam wander
standard deviation σw decreases from 0.87cm to 0.78cm comparing to the focused beam
case in the same turbulence channel. Hence σt keeps the same in the 3σw beam wander
region. This is also valid in other studied diverged beam cases.
Based on the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs, the two dimensional indepen-
dent Gaussian beam wander model, and the fast-tracked beam proﬁle, the overall fading
pdfs of received laser beam power can be calculated with the analytical method by 2.10.
Figure 3.5(a), 3.5(b), 3.5(c), and 3.5(d) show the calculated overall fading pdfs of the nor-
malized beam power received by point-like receiver through atmospheric turbulence chan-
nel for Gaussian focused beam with L/F = 1 at L= 1Km, L= 2Km and L= 2.5Km with
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Figure 3.3: Fast-tracked beam proﬁle and fading variance for focused beam.
C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3 and L= 0.75Km withC2n = 5×10−14m−2/3. The calculated overall
fading pdfs are compared with the overall fading pdfs obtained from direct wave-optics
numerical simulations. The analytically calculated overall fading pdfs accurately ﬁt the
directly simulated overall fading pdfs in all the studied focused beam cases even when
the fading is as deep as -40dB and the probability density is as low as 10−4. For com-
parison, the analytically calculated overall fading pdfs using only the fast-tracked on-axis
fading pdf is also shown. In this on-axis only model, the fast-tracked on-axis fading pdf
Pt o
(
Ioverall
Idisplace
)
is used to replace Pt
(
Ioverall
Idisplace |Idisplace
)
in 2.10. It is equivalent to regard the
fast-tracked normalized fading follows the fast-tracked on-axis fading pdf at both on-axis
and off-axis locations. As the fast-tracked fading pdf changes in the beam wander range in
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Figure 3.4: Fast-tracked beam proﬁle and fading variance for diverged beam.
the focused beam case, the fading pdf calculated with only the fast-tracked on-axis fading
pdf generally deviates from the directly simulated fading pdf and also the overall fading pdf
calculated with both on-axis and off-axis fast-tracked fading pdfs. Comparing ﬁgure 3.5(a)
with ﬁgure 3.5(b), 3.5(c), and 3.5(d), it is shown that the greater the fast-tracked fading pdf
changes in the beam wander range, the more the fading pdf calculated with on-axis only
fast-tracked fading pdf deviates from the simulated fading pdf. The overall fading pdfs are
also compared with the log-normal (LN) and the best ﬁtted gamma-gamma (GG) fading
pdf models. The LN fading pdf is generated according to the variance of the simulated
normalized beam power fading. The best ﬁtted GG fading pdf selects the α and β param-
eters to have the closest ﬁt to the simulated overall fading pdf while maintaining the same
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Figure 3.5: Overall fading pdfs comparison for focused beam.
variance with the simulated overall fading pdf [38]. It shows that both LN fading pdf and
best ﬁtted GG fading pdf largely deviate from the simulated fading pdf in all the studied
turbulence channels with focused laser beam. The deep fading tail is especially underes-
timated by both LN and GG fading pdf models. For C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3, at L = 1Km,
both the direct numerical wave-optics simulated fading pdf and the analytically calculated
fading pdf estimate the probability density of the FSO communication system to experi-
ence -13dB fading is about 10−4. The probability density of the -13dB fading estimated
by the best ﬁtted GG model and the LN model is negligible. Instead, the best ﬁtted GG
model estimates the deep fading probability density reduces to 10−4 as early as the fading
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Figure 3.6: Overall fading pdfs comparison for diverged beam.
is only -6dB. And LN estimates the deep fading probability density reduces to 10−4 as
early as the fading is only -5dB. In the mean while, both the simulated fading pdf and the
calculated fading pdf estimate the probability density the system experience -5dB fading
is around 10−2. The probability density estimated by the LN model is 100 times lower.
The probability density estimated by best ﬁtted GG model is around 6×10−4. It is better
than that estimated by the LN model but is still 16.7 times lower than that estimated by the
simulated and analytically calculated fading pdfs. As the propagation distance increases,
the probability density of the system experiences deep fading estimated by all the mod-
els increases. However, the probability density of the system experienced deep fading is
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still underestimated by both GG model and LN model. When the propagation distance L
increases from 1Km to 2.5Km, both simulated fading pdf and the analytically calculated
fading pdf estimate that the probability density of the system to experience -28dB deep
power fading is around 10−4. The best ﬁtted GG model estimates the deep fading proba-
bility density reduces to 10−4 when the fading is -12dB. And LN estimates the deep fading
probability density reduces to 10−4 when the fading is only -10dB. At -10dB fading, the
probability density estimated by both simulated fading pdf and the analytically calculated
fading pdf is around 10−2. The probability density estimated by the LN model at -10dB is
about 100 times lower. The probability density estimated by the GG model at -10dB fading
is about 5×10−4, which is about 20 times lower than that from the simulated and analytical
calculated fading pdfs. The similar underestimation of the deep fading probability density
is also observed in theC2n = 5×10−14m−2/3, L= 0.75Km channel. It should also be noted
that the right part of the fading pdf estimated by the best ﬁtted GG model and LN model are
higher than that estimated by the simulated and analytically calculated fading pdfs. Hence
both the best ﬁtted GG model and LN model not only underestimate the deep fading prob-
ability density, they also overestimate the probability density of the system to receiver high
beam power. As the deep fading part of the fading pdf is essential to determine the system
BER performance, the system BER performance will be largely underestimated by GG and
LN models.
For FSO communication system with diverged laser beam, as shown in ﬁgure 3.4(a), 3.4(b),
3.4(c), and 3.4(d), the variance of the fast-tracked fading changes little in most of the beam
wander ranges (three times σw). In 2.10, Pt
(
Ioverall
Idisplace |Idisplace
)
can be approximated by the
fast-tracked on-axis fading pdf Pt o
(
Ioverall
Idisplace
)
,
Poverall(Ioverall) =
∫
∞
0
Pt o
(
Ioverall
Idisplace
)
Pd(Idisplace)
Idisplace
dIdisplace (3.1)
Further, in all the studied diverged beam cases, Idisplace only changes a little in most of the
beam wander ranges. For each Ioverall , Pt o
(
Ioverall
Idisplace
)
can be approximated to be unchanged
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in the integration region before Pd(Idisplace)Idisplace reduces to around zero due to the fast drop of
Pd(Idisplace) outside the Gaussian beam wander region. Hence
Poverall(Ioverall) = Pt
(
Ioverall
Idisplace
)∫
∞
0
Pd(Idisplace)
Idisplace
dIdisplace (3.2)
and as ∫
∞
0
Pd(Idisplace)
Idisplace
dIdisplace = 1/Imean (3.3)
where Imean is the mean value of the overall power fading. Hence
Poverall(Ioverall) = Pt
(
Ioverall
Idisplace
)
/Imean (3.4)
and 1/Imean is eliminated when the overall fading pdf is normalized to it mean value.
Figure 3.6(a), 3.6(b), 3.6(c), and 3.6(d) show the calculated overall fading pdfs of nor-
malized received beam power with point-like receiver for Gaussian diverged beam with
L/F = −1 at L = 0.5Km, L = 1Km and L = 2Km with C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3 and L =
0.5Km with C2n = 5× 10−14m−2/3. The calculated overall fading pdfs are compared with
the direct wave-optics numerically simulated fading pdfs and gamma approximation of the
fast-tracked on-axis fading pdf. As shown in 3.4, the calculated overall fading pdfs are
almost identical with the fast-tracked on-axis gamma pdfs when the beam is well diverged.
Both the fast-tracked on-axis gamma pdfs and the calculated overall fading pdfs ﬁt well
with the directly simulated overall fading pdfs in all the studied propagation distances and
turbulence strengths with diverged beam.
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3.4 Conclusion
For Gaussian laser beam transmitted through the atmospheric turbulence channel with ether
a focused or diverged beam angle, the overall fading pdf of the received beam power by
point-like receiver with beam wander is calculated by the analytical method. The analyti-
cally calculated fading pdfs accurately ﬁt the fading pdfs obtained from direct large-scale
numerical wave-optics simulations under different turbulence strengths, propagation dis-
tances, and beam diverging angles. According to the analytical method, the overall fading
pdf is calculated based on the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs, the fast-tracked
beam proﬁle, and the pointing error. Large-scale wave-optics numerical simulations show
the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs obtained with point-like receiver can also
be modeled by the gamma pdf model. When the laser beam is focused, the fast-tracked
fading pdf changes rapidly as the receiver aperture moves apart from the fast-tracked beam
center. Both on-axis and off-axis fast-tracked fading pdfs in the beam wander range con-
tribute to the overall fading pdf. When the beam diverging angle increases, the fast-tracked
fading pdf becomes to change slower. The size of the fast-tracked beam proﬁle also in-
creases as the transmitted laser beam diverging angle increase. In both focused and di-
verged beam cases, the radius of the fast-tracked beam proﬁle is close to the radius of the
corresponding diffraction pattern. The radius of the fast-tracked beam proﬁle is a little
larger due to the turbulence induced beam broadening effect. In this chapter, the pointing
error is the turbulence induced beam wander. While the fast-tracked fading pdf changes
slower and the fast-tracked beam proﬁle grows larger, the turbulence induced beam wan-
der slightly decreases as the beam diverging angle increases. When the beam spot size is
large enough, both the on-axis and off-axis fast-tracked normalized fading pdfs in the beam
wander range are almost identical. The overall fading pdf can be well approximated by the
fast-tracked on-axis fading pdf. In this case, for the point-like receiver aperture, a single
gamma pdf model is adequate to represent the overall fading pdf with the variance of the
normalized random power fading of the received laser beam. It is also needed to mention
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that although this chapter studies the FSO communication system with point-like receiver
aperture and with pointing error as the turbulence induced beam wander, the results can be
expanded to the case with larger receiver aperture and with more general pointing error as
indicated in chapter 2.
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Chapter 4
Fading pdf Models Comparison
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the previously proposed heuristic fading pdf models and the analytical
method are systematically compared with directly simulated fading pdfs provided by high
precision large-scale wave-optics numerical simulations under different turbulence strengths,
propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes and pointing errors. The mathematical forms
of the previously proposed heuristic fading pdf models are mentioned in chapter 1. The
simulated fading pdfs with largely improved simulation precision provide more details and
accuracy than the fading pdfs obtained in the previously published papers when the previ-
ously proposed heuristic fading pdf models are proposed and compared. The advantages,
impediments and working conditions of each mathematical model are carefully compared
and concluded. In the simulation, the FSO system uses the collimated Gaussian laser beam
along a horizontal direction. The laser wavelength is λ = 1.54×10−6m. The simulations
are performed under different turbulence strengths, propagation distances, receiver aper-
ture sizes, and pointing errors. The refractive index structure parameter C2n ranges from
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5×10−15m−2/3 to 1×10−13m−2/3. The propagation distance L ranges from 0.4Km (0.25
mile) to 4Km (2.5 miles). The receiver aperture size ranges from point-like 0cm aper-
ture to aperture with 20cm diameter. The Rytov variance ranges from 0.24 to 1.27. The
simulations cover from weak to strong ﬂuctuation regime. To accurately obtain especially
the deep fading tail of the fading pdf, the simulations are conducted under large grid size
with high resolution. The ﬁeld grid size N×N ranges from 1024× 1024 to 2048× 2048.
The ﬁeld resolution dx ranges from 0.625mm to 2.5mm, which is much smaller than the
corresponding coherence radius in each case. The phase screen number Nphz ranges from
10 to 12. The iteration number M ranges from 0.3 million to 1 million. Two types of
the pointing error are studied. They are namely the turbulence induced beam wander only
pointing error and the more general pointing error. The comparison shows that only the
analytical method accurately ﬁts the directly simulated overall fading pdf of the normal-
ized received beam power of the FSO communication system under different turbulence
strengths, propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes and pointing errors.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 compares the fading pdf models
with the direct simulated fading pdf under difference turbulence strengths, propagation
distances, receiver aperture sizes, and pointing errors. The average bit error rate (BER) and
outage probability performance estimated by the fading pdf models and the simulations are
compared in section 4.3. Discussions are given in section 4.4 and conclusions are given in
section 4.5.
4.2 Comparison with Simulation Data
The mathematical fading pdf models are compared with directly simulated fading pdfs.
The simulations provide higher precision than the these of earlier published fading data.
With the higher precision, the fading pdf models, especially the deep fading tails, can be
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more accurately veriﬁed. The mathematical fading pdf models are compared and veriﬁed
in different turbulence strengths, propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes, and point-
ing error cases for collimated Gaussian beam. In the comparison, as K fading pdf model
only works in strong turbulence regime, and IK fading pdf model reduces to K fading pdf
model in strong turbulence regime, only IK fading pdf model is studied. Further, as LNME
fading pdf model only works in strong turbulence regime, and Beckmann fading pdf model
reduces to LNME fading pdf model in strong turbulence regime, only Beckmann fading
pdf model is compared here.
In this chapter, the collimated Gaussian laser beam is assumed to propagate along a hor-
izontal direction. The Gaussian laser beam radius is 5cm at the transmitter plane. The
laser wavelength is λ = 1.54× 10−6m. The aerosol scattering effects caused by haze,
rain, snow, and fog are not considered. And the atmospheric turbulence is simulated by
10 to 12 phase screens uniformly placed between the transmitter and the receiver aper-
tures. The Kolmogorov spectrum is used to generate the phase screens. The grid size of the
phase screen N×N ranges from 1024×1024 to 2048×2048. The resolution of the phase
screen dx ranges from 0.625mm to 2.5mm. The resolution is much smaller than the cor-
responding coherence radius and satisﬁes the restrictions to accurately simulate the wave
propagation [56]. The iteration number M to directly simulate the fading pdf ranges from
0.3 million to 1 million. The iteration numbers are much larger than those in the previous
papers. The sufﬁcient simulation iterations provide enough information to accurately study
the fading pdf, especially the deep fading tail.
The diameter of receiver aperture ranges from point-like 0cm to 20cm. The point-like 0cm
receiver aperture is the smallest receiver aperture that can be achieved in the simulation. It
contains only a single pixel. It is much smaller than the corresponding coherence radius
and it can be regarded as a point in the optical ﬁeld. The 20cm receiver aperture is much
larger than the corresponding coherence radius in all the studied cases. Hence the receiver
aperture size ranges from much smaller than the coherence radius to much larger than
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coherence radius.
Two types of pointing errors are considered. They are the beam wander only pointing error
and the general pointing error. In the beam wander only pointing error case, the pointing
error only consists of the turbulence induced beam wander. The other sources of pointing
error and the effect of the fast-tracking system are not considered. This is the pointing
error case used in most of previously published papers. However, pointing error can also
be caused by the sources such as optical misalignment, mechanical vibrations, and relative
movements of the transmitter and the receiver. In another hand, the pointing error can
be reduced by the fast-tracking system. With fast-tracking, the turbulence induced beam
wander is supposed to be reduced and the extra mechanical pointing error is supposed to
be eliminated. Parts of the pointing error remains due to the delay and error in the tracking
system as the fast-tracking residual. Hence, in the general pointing error case, the pointing
error is more complicate than the turbulence induced beam wander only pointing error.
The mathematical fading pdf models are also compared and veriﬁed in the general pointing
error cases.
4.2.1 BeamWander Only Pointing Error
In the beam wander only pointing error case, the propagation distance L ranges from 1.6Km
(1 mile) to 4Km (2.5 miles). C2n is 5× 10−15m−2/3. The Rytov variance σ2R ranges from
0.24 to 1.27. The simulations cover both weak and strong turbulence regimes. The cor-
responding Rytov variance σ2R and the coherence radius r0 are shown in table 4.1. The
simulation parameters, including simulation resolution dx, grid size N, phase screen num-
ber Nphz and iteration numberM are shown in table 4.2.
Figure 4.1 shows the comparison of fading pdf models with the directly simulated fading
pdfs when the pointing error is the turbulence induced beam wander. The fading pdf is on
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Table 4.1: Rytov variance and coherence radius.
L C2n σ2R r0
(Km) (m−2/3) (cm)
1.6 5×10−15 0.24 4.2
3.2 5×10−15 0.85 2.8
4 5×10−15 1.27 2.4
Table 4.2: Simulation parameters for beam wander only pointing error case.
L dx N Nphz M
(Km) (mm) (106)
1.6 2.5 1024 10 0.308
3.2 1.75 1536 12 0.722
4 2.5 1024 12 0.67
10log10(h) scale to emphasize on the deep fading tail, where h is the normalized channel
state. With C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3, at L = 1.6Km, the Rytov variance σ2R is 0.24. The
system is in the weak turbulence regime. In this weak turbulence channel, when the receiver
aperture is the point-like 0cm aperture (ﬁgure 4.1(a)), the analytical method, Beckmann
fading pdf model and the GG fading pdf model have close ﬁt to the directly simulated
fading pdf. LN fading pdf model deviates from the simulated fading pdf. And both IK
fading pdf model and IK Weak fading pdf model, which is the approximation of the IK
fading pdf model under weak turbulence condition, are quite different from the simulated
fading pdf. In ﬁgure 4.1(b), the aperture diameter grows to 14cm, which is much larger
than the coherence radius. The analytical method still accurately ﬁts the simulated fading
pdf. Both GG and LN fading pdf models deviate from the simulated fading pdf. IK and
IK Weak fading pdf models provide relatively good ﬁt to the deep fading tail but divided
from the directly simulated fading pdf when h grows higher. In this case, the Beckmann
fading pdf model fails to generate the corresponding parameters. Figure 4.1(c) and 4.1(d)
show the comparison of the fading pdf models with L= 3.2Km, receiver aperture diameter
D = 0cm and D = 14cm, respectively. The corresponding Rytov variance σ2R increases
to 0.85. With point-like 0cm aperture, both analytical method and the Beckmann fading
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pdf model ﬁt well with the simulated fading pdf. GG fading pdf model begins to deviate
from the simulated fading pdf in the deep fading tail. Other fading pdf models are quite
different from the simulated fading pdf. When aperture diameter increases to 14cm, only
the analytical method keeps ﬁtting well with the simulated fading pdf. When propagation
distance increases to 4Km, the Rytov variance σ2R increases to 1.27. The system is in the
strong turbulence regime. With point-like 0cm receiver aperture, both analytical method
and the Beckmann fading pdf model ﬁt well with the simulated fading pdf. GG fading pdf
model deviates further away from the simulated fading pdf in the deep fading tail. When
receiver aperture diameter grows to 20cm, only the analytical method still ﬁts well with the
simulated fading pdf.
The comparison shows that in the beam wander only pointing error case, the analytical
method shows good ﬁt to the simulated fading pdf with both point-like receiver aperture and
large receiver aperture at both weak and strong turbulence regimes. The Beckmann fading
pdf model provides good ﬁt to the simulated fading pdf with point-like receiver aperture
at both weak and strong turbulence regimes. When the receiver aperture size increases,
the Beckmann fading pdf model faces challenges to obtain valid parameters. With point-
like receiver aperture, The GG fading pdf model provides good ﬁt when the propagation
distance is short. The GG fading pdf model begins to deviate from the simulated fading pdf
at deep fading tail when the propagation distance L increases. The GG fading pdf model
approaches the LN fading pdf model when the receiver aperture size grows large. The IK,
IK Weak, and LN fading pdf models are quite different from the simulated fading pdf in
all the cases. IK and GG fading pdf model faces calculation difﬁculties when the receiver
aperture size grows large. The IK Weak fading pdf model provides better ﬁt to the deep
fading tail than the LN fading pdf model although both models are generally different from
the simulated fading pdf.
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4.2.2 General Pointing Error
In the general pointing error case, the pointing error is extended from the turbulence in-
duced beam wander only pointing error to a more general pointing error. The effects of
other mechanical pointing error sources as well as the effects of the fast-tracking system
are considered. The fading pdf models are compared with the directly simulated fading
pdfs under different turbulence strengths, propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes,
and pointing errors.
In the study,C2n ranges from 5×10−15m−2/3 to 1×10−13m−2/3. The propagation distance
L ranges from 0.4Km (0.25 mile) to 4Km (2.5 miles). The corresponding Rytov variance
σ2R and the coherence radius r0 are shown in table 4.3. In the general pointing error case,
the simulations are divided to two separate sets. The ﬁrst set of simulations provide the
channel informations needed by the analytical method. The channel informations include
fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs, and fast-tracked beam proﬁle. Based on these
channel informations, the overall fading pdf with given pointing error can be directly calcu-
lated by the analytical method under different pointing errors for each turbulence channel.
The second set of the simulations directly simulate the overall fading pdf in each channel
with given pointing error. The parameters for the ﬁrst and second set of the simulations are
shown in table 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. In table 4.5, Δx and Δy are the misalignments in x
and y directions, σb is the standard deviation of the turbulence induced beam wander, σp is
the standard deviation of the extra pointing error, σd is the standard deviation of the overall
pointing error.
The pointing error models considered in the general pointing error case are the beam wan-
der plus extra Gaussian random pointing error model and the fast-tracking residual pointing
error model. In the beam wander plus Gaussian random pointing error model, in addition
to the turbulence induced beam wander, the overall pointing error is also comprised of the
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extra two dimensional Gaussian pointing error. In this chapter, the extra pointing error
is modeled as an independent two dimensional Gaussian distributed variable. In the fast-
tracking residual error model, the extra pointing error is eliminated and the turbulence in-
duced beam wander is also reduced by the fast-tracking system. The remained fast-tracking
residual error is assumed to follow the two dimensional Gaussian distribution.
Table 4.3: Rytov variance and coherence radius.
L C2n σ2R r0
(Km) (m−2/3) (cm)
0.4 1×10−13 0.37 1.6
1.6 5×10−15 0.24 4.2
4 5×10−15 1.27 2.4
Table 4.4: Simulation parameters for channel information in general pointing error
case.
L C2n N dx M Nphz
(Km) (m−2/3) (mm) (106)
0.4 1×10−13 2048 0.625 0.12 10
1.6 5×10−15 1024 2.5 0.31 10
4 5×10−15 1024 2.5 0.67 12
Table 4.5: Direct simulation parameters for overall fading with general pointing
error case.
L pointing error C2n Δx Δy σb σp σd N dx M Nphz
(Km) model (m−2/3) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (mm) (106)
0.4 Gaussian 1×10−13 0 0 0.32 1.25 1.29 2048 0.625 0.41 10
1.6 Gaussian 5×10−15 0 0 0.58 2.50 2.57 1024 2.5 0.56 10
1.6 Gaussian 5×10−15 1.25 1.25 0.58 2.50 2.57 1024 2.5 1 10
1.6 Gaussian 5×10−15 2.5 2.5 0.58 2.50 2.57 1024 2.5 0.70 10
4 Residual 5×10−15 0 0 - - 2.00 1536 1.6 0.49 12
4 Gaussian 5×10−15 0 0 2.29 1.00 2.50 1024 2.5 1 12
In the general pointing error case, three propagation distances are studied. They are L =
0.4Km, L= 1.6Km and L= 4Km. For propagation distance L= 0.4Km, the overall fading
pdf is studied with high C2n where C2n = 1× 10−13m−2/3. The pointing error is the beam
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wander plus extra Gaussian pointing error. The extra pointing error is assumed to follow
the two dimensional Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σp = 1.25cm in
both x and y directions. As the turbulence induced beam wander also follows the two di-
mensional Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard derivation σb [21], [23], the
overall pointing error follows the two dimensional Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and standard derivation σd , where σd =
√
σ2p +σ
2
b = 1.29cm. As shown in ﬁgure 4.2(a),
with the point-like 0cm receiver aperture, the analytical method accurately ﬁts the simu-
lated fading pdf. With this relatively small extra pointing error, the Beckmann fading pdf
model maintains relatively good ﬁt under this point-like receiver aperture. The GG fading
pdf model underestimates the deep fading probability. LN fading pdf model predicts an
even lower deep fading probability. The IK and IK Weak fading pdf models are different
from the simulated fading pdf. When the receiver aperture diameter D increases to 10cm,
only the analytical method accurately ﬁts well with the directly simulated fading pdf. IK
and IK Weak fading pdf models provide relatively good ﬁt to the deep fading tail but are
different from the directly simulated fading pdf when h grows higher. Both GG and LN
fading pdf model are quite different from the directly simulated fading pdf. The Beckmann
fading pdf model fails to generate the valid parameter.
For propagation distance L= 1.6Km, C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3. The pointing error is the tur-
bulence induced beam wander plus extra pointing error. Three extra Gaussian pointing
errors are studied. They are extra Gaussian pointing error with zero mean and standard
deviation σp = 2.5cm in both x and y directions (ﬁgure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b)); extra Gaussian
pointing error with 1.25cm mean and standard deviation σp = 2.5cm in both x and y di-
rections (ﬁgure 4.3(c) and 4.3(d)); extra Gaussian pointing error with larger 2.5cm mean
and standard deviation σp = 2.5cm in both x and y directions (ﬁgure 4.3(e) and 4.3(f)).
It is shown that only the analytical method accurately ﬁts the simulated fading pdf under
different misalignment conditions and receiver aperture sizes. All other fading pdf mod-
els show different shape comparing to the directly simulated fading pdfs under different
receiver aperture sizes in all the cases.
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Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show the comparison of the fading pdf models with the simulated fading
pdfs for L= 4Km,C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3 with fast-tracking residual error and beam wander
plus extra Gaussian pointing error, respectively. The Rytov variance σ2R = 1.27. It is in the
strong turbulence regime. In the fast-tracking residual error case, the extra pointing error
is assumed to be well eliminated and the turbulence induced beam wander is assumed
to be reduced by the fast-tracking system. The fast-tracking residual error is assumed to
follow the two dimensional Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation
σd = 2cm in both x and y directions. In the beam wander plus extra Gaussian pointing
error case, the extra pointing error is assumed to follow the two dimensional Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and standard deviation σp = 1cm in both x and y directions.
The overall pointing error follows the two dimensional Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and standard deviation σd = 2.5cm in both x and y directions. It is shown that the
analytical method ﬁts well with directly simulated fading pdf in both pointing error cases
and all the receiver aperture sizes under this strong turbulence. With point-like 0cm receiver
aperture, both Beckmann and GG fading pdf models deviates from the simulated fading pdf
in both reduced and increased pointing error cases. IK, IK Weak and LN fading pdf models
are different from the simulated fading pdf. With 20cm receiver aperture, Beckmann fading
pdf model fails to generate valid parameters in both pointing error cases. IK fading pdf
model fails to generate valid parameters in ﬁgure 4.5(b).
4.3 Average BER and Outage Probability
After the careful comparison between the fading pdf models and the simulated fading pdf,
the next question is how the difference will affect the system performance estimation. The
system average BER performance and outage probability estimated by different fading pdf
models are compared. It is needed to mention that as the deep fading probability density
estimated IK fading pdf model increases as fading goes deeper in some cases, the IK fading
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pdf model is not suitable to estimate the system performance.
Assume the system model is
y= hx+n (4.1)
where y is the received instantaneous signal, h is the normalized channel fading, x is the
average received signal, n is the equivalent Gaussian noise, and n∼ N(0,σ2n ). Assume the
signal is modulated by OOK modulation where
x=
⎧⎨
⎩ x¯, send 10, send 0 (4.2)
where x¯ is the average received power when ‘1’ is transmitted. Assume the probabilities
to send signal ‘0’ and signal ‘1’ are equal, hence P(x = 0) = P(x = x¯) = 1/2. Assume
the receiver has the knowledge of the instant channel state h, given Gaussian noise n, the
optimal threshold Th that minimize the error probability is Th = hx¯/2. Denote
A=
1
2
x¯, (4.3)
the instantaneous error probability Pe(h) after optimal thresholding is [54]
Pe(h) = Q
(
hx¯
2σn
)
= Q
(
hA
σn
)
(4.4)
Hence
¯Pe =
∫
Pe(h)P(h)dh (4.5)
where ¯Pe is the average BER.
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Assuming σ2n = 1, the average BER performance is compared at propagation distance L=
1.6Km and L= 4Km withC2n = 5×10−15m−2/3 under both turbulence induced beam wan-
der only pointing error and the general pointing error. Figure 4.6(a) and ﬁgure 4.6(b) show
the average BER obtained in the 1.6Km channel with Gaussian extra pointing error with
Δx = Δy = 0cm and the standard deviation of the overall pointing error as σd = 2.57cm.
Figure 4.6(c) and ﬁgure 4.6(d) show the average BER obtained in the 1.6Km channel with
Gaussian extra pointing error with Δx = Δy = 2.5cm and the standard deviation of the
overall pointing error as σd = 2.57cm. The corresponding fading pdfs are shown in ﬁg-
ure 4.3(a), 4.3(b), 4.3(e), and 4.3(f), respectively.
Figure 4.7(a) and ﬁgure 4.7(b) show the average BER obtained in the 4Km channel with
turbulence induced beamwander only pointing error with Δx=Δy= 0cm and σb= 2.29cm.
Figure 4.7(c) and ﬁgure 4.7(d) show the average BER obtained in the 4Km channel with
Gaussian extra pointing error with Δx= Δy= 0cm and the standard deviation of the overall
pointing error as σd = 2.5cm. The corresponding fading pdfs are shown in ﬁgure 4.1(e),
4.1(f) and ﬁgure 4.5(a), 4.5(b), respectively.
As shown in ﬁgure 4.6, the average BER increases as the misalignment (average pointing
error) increases from 0cm to 2.5cm in both x and y directions. Only the analytical method
accurately estimates the average BER under all the pointing error cases and receiver aper-
ture sizes. Both the GG fading pdf model and LN fading pdf model underestimate the BER
in all the receiver aperture sizes and misalignment cases. The Beckmann fading pdf model
is not available due to it fails to generate valid parameters. When the valid parameters
are generated in ﬁgure 4.6(c), the Beckmann has better BER estimation than both GG and
LN fading pdf models. But it still underestimates the BER performance in this general
pointing error case. The average BER curve estimated by the IK Weak fading pdf model
is also different from the simulated fading pdf. In ﬁgure 4.7, the average BER increases
as the pointing error variance increases from the turbulence induced beam wander only
pointing error case to the beam wander plus extra Gaussian pointing error case. The ana-
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lytical method accurately estimates the average BER under all the pointing error cases and
receiver aperture sizes. When the pointing error is the turbulence induced beam wander
only pointing error, with point-like 0cm receiver aperture, the Beckmann fading pdf model
accurately estimates the average BER performance. And the Beckmann fading pdf model
fails in other situations with more general pointing errors or with larger receiver apertures.
The GG fading pdf generally underestimates the average BER. The LN fading pdf model
predicts even lower BER. For point-like 0cm receiver aperture, IK Weak fading pdf model
generally overestimates the average BER. For 20cm receiver aperture, IK Weak fading pdf
model has slight closer estimation than the GG and LN fading pdf models. This is due
to the better ﬁt of the deep fading tails by the IK Weak fading pdf model under this large
aperture. The average BER curves estimated by GG and LN fading pdf models are almost
identically in both pointing error cases with this large receiver aperture.
Table 4.6: Probability (%) for 10dB outage. L = 1.6Km. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3.
Gaussian extra pointing error model. Δx = Δy = 0cm, and σb = 0.58cm, σp =
2.5cm, σd = 2.57cm in both x and y directions.
Model Aperture D (cm)0 5 7 10 14
Simulation 5.96 2.64 1.43 0.41 0.04
Analytical 5.90 2.62 1.43 0.41 0.04
GG 1.68 1.14 0.01 0.00 0.00
LN 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
IK Weak 5.30 2.32 1.18 0.21 0.00
Table 4.6 and table 4.7 show the probabilities of the 10dB outage for the 1.6Km channel
with pointing error as beam wander plus extra Gaussian pointing error with no misalign-
ment and with 2.5cm misalignment in both x and y directions, respectively. Table 4.8 and
table 4.9 show the probabilities of the 10dB outage for the 4Km channel with pointing
error as beam wander only pointing error and beam wander plus extra Gaussian pointing
error, respectively. It is shown that the analytical method accurately estimates the outage
probability in all the aperture sizes and pointing errors. When the pointing error is the
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Table 4.7: Probability (%) for 10dB outage. L = 1.6Km. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3.
Gaussian extra pointing error model. Δx = Δy = 2.5cm, and σb = 0.58cm, σp =
2.5cm, σd = 2.57cm in both x and y directions.
Model Aperture D (cm)0 5 7 10 14
Simulation 17.8 10.2 7.01 3.07 0.64
Analytical 17.6 10.4 7.08 3.15 0.66
GG 4.86 1.22 0.36 0.01 0.00
Beckmann 9.89 - - - -
LN 1.02 0.15 0.03 0.00 0.00
IK Weak 9.44 6.59 4.82 2.17 0.25
Table 4.8: Probability (%) for 10dB outage. L = 4Km. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3.
Beam wander only. Δx= Δy= 0cm, and σb = 2.29cm, σp = 0cm, σd = 2.29cm in
both x and y directions.
Model Aperture D (cm)0 5 7 10 14
Simulation 4.32 0.97 0.36 0.07 0.00
Analytical 3.66 0.90 0.34 0.06 0.00
GG 3.98 0.05 0.06 0.00 0.00
Beckmann 4.29 0.97 - - -
LN 0.22 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
IK Weak 6.98 3.32 1.67 0.30 0.00
turbulence induced beam wander only pointing error, the Beckmann fading pdf model can
predict close outage probabilities when the valid parameters are able to be generated. How-
ever, as shown here and also in [35], the valid parameters are not guaranteed. When the
pointing error is the general pointing error, the Beckamnn fading pdf model fails to predict
an close outage probability even when the parameters are successfully generated (table 4.7,
table 4.9). The GG fading pdf model generally underestimates the outage probability. The
LN fading pdf model estimates an even lower outage probability. And in the studied cases,
the IK Weak fading pdf model shows a largely overestimated outage probability.
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Table 4.9: Probability (%) for 10dB outage. L = 4Km. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3.
Gaussian extra pointing error model. Δx= Δy= 0cm, and σb = 2.29cm, σp = 1cm,
σd = 2.5cm in both x and y directions.
Model Aperture D (cm)0 5 7 10 14
Simulation 5.14 1.45 0.69 0.16 0.01
Analytical 4.85 1.59 0.76 0.18 0.01
GG 4.69 0.60 0.07 0.00 0.00
Beckmann 2.57 1.15 - - -
LN 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
IK Weak 7.43 3.77 2.03 0.46 0.01
4.4 Discussion
Most of the previous heuristic fading pdf models are doubly stochastic models. K fading
pdf model can be regarded as the doubly stochastic model where the conditional fading
pdf follows the exponential distribution while the mean value follows the gamma distribu-
tion [12]. IK fading pdf model assumes the conditional fading pdf follows the n distribu-
tion while the mean value follows the exponential distribution. LNME fading pdf model
assumes the conditional fading pdf follows the exponential distribution while the mean
value follows the LN distribution. Beckmann fading pdf model assumes the conditional
fading pdf follows the Rice-Nakagami distribution and the mean value follows the LN dis-
tribution. GG fading pdf model assumes both the modulated stochastic process follow the
statistically independent gamma distribution. For LN fading pdf model, although it is gov-
erned by a single distribution, it can re regarded as the approximation of the Beckmann
fading pdf model in weak turbulence regime [35]. And IK Weak fading pdf model is the
approximation of the IK fading pdf model in weak turbulence regime.
In the analytical method, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs can be regarded
as the conditional distribution. Unlike some fading pdf models use a mathematical distribu-
tion with a ﬁxed parameter for the conditional distribution, the analytical method depends
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on both on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs. And the fast-tracked fading pdf changes as the
mean value changes with the off-axis location. For the distribution of the random mean
value, instead of the adopting a heuristic model, the analytical method points out that the
distribution is determined by the pointing error model, the fast-tracked fading proﬁle and
the receiver aperture size.
When the pointing error is the turbulence induced beam wander only pointing error, for
the point-like receiver aperture, the GG fading pdf model provides relatively good ﬁt to
the directly simulated fading pdf when the fading is relatively weak (ﬁgure 4.1(a)). This
is because the both the stochastic processes can be approximated to gamma distribution in
this weak turbulence regime. However, when the propagation distance L grows, The GG
fading pdf model begins to underestimate the deep fading probability(ﬁgure 4.1(e)). One of
the reasons is that when the propagation distance grows, the beam wander effect becomes
strong. The fast-tracked off-axis fading pdfs, which generally have larger normalized fad-
ing variances, have more contribution to the overall fading pdf and thus increase the deep
fading probability. Based on the analytical method, more accurate approximation of the
fading pdf model can be derived at different turbulence strength and receiver aperture size
regimes.
4.5 Conclusions
The analytical method accurately ﬁts the directly simulated fading pdf under different tur-
bulence strengths, propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes and pointing error models.
When there is no mechanical induced extra pointing error, and with point-like receiver
aperture, Beckmann fading pdf model can well estimate the overall fading pdfs. How-
ever, Beckmann fading pdf model generally fails otherwise. Both the analytical method
and Beckmann fading pdf model require certain amount of information from the channel.
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For the analytical method, given the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading variance, the
fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the pointing error, the overall fading pdfs can be directly cal-
culated. For the Beckmann fading pdf model, the -1/2 order and the second order moments
are required to calculate the parameters of the Beckmann model. However, a solution is
not always guaranteed for the Beckmann fading pdf model. With turbulence induced beam
wander only pointing error and point-like receiver, the GG fading pdf model provides good
ﬁt when the beam wander effect is weak. The GG fading pdf model deviates from the
deep fading tail when the beam wander effect becomes strong. The GG fading pdf model
are different from the simulated fading pdf under larger receiver aperture or more general
pointing error. Although the parameters of the GG fading pdf model are regarded to be
connected to the atmospheric turbulence parameters, to better ﬁt the simulated fading pdf,
the parameters need to be obtained from the best ﬁt of the simulated fading pdf. The pa-
rameters of both the LN fading pdf model and the approximation of the IK distribution in
weak turbulence condition (IK Weak) can be directly obtained from the normalized overall
fading variance. However the LN and IK Weak fading pdf model provide the least accurate
ﬁt compared with all the fading pdf models mentioned above. When the turbulence induced
beam wander is partially compensated or when the mechanical induced extra pointing error
is involved, only the analytically calculated fading pdfs provide an accurate match to the
direct simulated fading pdfs.
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(c) L= 3.2Km, D= 0cm
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(e) L= 4Km, D= 0cm
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Figure 4.1: Fading pdf models comparison. Beam wander only pointing error.
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(b) D= 10cm
Figure 4.2: Fading pdf models comparison. Gaussian extra pointing error. C2n =
1×10−13m−2/3. L = 0.4Km. Δx = Δy= 0cm. σb = 0.32cm. σp = 1.25cm. σd =
1.29cm. dx = 0.625mm. Coherence radius is 1.6cm. Rytov variance is 0.37.
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(a) No misalignment, D= 0cm
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(c) 1.25cm misalignment, D= 0cm
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(d) 1.25cm misalignment, D= 14cm
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(e) 2.5cm misalignment, D= 0cm
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(f) 2.5cm misalignment, D= 14cm
Figure 4.3: Fading pdf models comparison. Gaussian extra pointing error model.
C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3. L = 1.6Km. σb = 0.58cm. σp = 2.5cm. σd = 2.57cm.
Coherence radius is 4.2cm. Rytov variance is 0.24.
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Figure 4.4: Fading pdf models comparison. Fast-tracking residual error model.
C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3. L = 4Km. Δx = Δy = 0cm. σd = 2cm. dx = 1.6mm.
Coherence radius is 2.4cm. Rytov variance is 1.27.
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Figure 4.5: Fading pdf models comparison. Gaussian extra pointing error model.
C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3. L = 4Km. Δx = Δy = 0cm. σb = 2.29cm. σp = 1cm.
σd = 2.5cm. dx = 2.5mm. Coherence radius is 2.4cm. Rytov variance is 1.27.
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(c) Δx= Δy= 2.5cm. D= 0cm
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Figure 4.6: Average BER comparison. L = 1.6Km. C2n = 5×10−15m−2/3. Gaus-
sian extra pointing error. σb = 0.58cm. σp = 2.5cm. σd = 2.57cm.
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(a) Beam wander only, D= 0cm
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(b) Beam wander only, D= 20cm
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(c) Gaussian extra pointing error, D= 0cm
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Figure 4.7: Average BER comparison. L = 4Km. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3. Beam
wander only pointing error and Gaussian extra pointing error.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary of Dissertation
This thesis studies the fading pdf of the received beam power of the FSO communication
system with pointing error under different turbulence strengths, propagation distances, re-
ceiver aperture sizes, and beam diverging angles. In the study detailed in chapter 2, an
analytical method is used to calculate the overall fading pdf of the FSO communication
system with collimated laser beam and pointing error. In the analytical method, the overall
power fading is formulated as the joint effect of the fast-tracked power fading and the point-
ing error induced average received power fading. Given the fast-tracked beam proﬁle, the
fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdf and the pointing error, the overall fading pdf
can be directly calculated. The analytically calculated fading pdfs are then veriﬁed by the
direct large-scale wave-optics numerical simulations under different turbulence strengths,
propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes and pointing errors. In the simulation, the
FSO system uses the collimated Gaussian laser beam along a horizontal direction. The
laser wavelength is λ = 1.54× 10−6m. The simulations are performed under different
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turbulence strengths and propagation distances. The refractive index structure parameter
ranges from 5× 10−15m−2/3 to 1× 10−13m−2/3. The propagation distance ranges from
400m to 4000m. The receiver aperture size ranges from point-like 0cm aperture to aper-
ture with 20cm diameter. The simulations cover from weak to strong ﬂuctuation regime.
To accurately obtain especially the deep fading tail of the fading pdf, the simulations are
conducted under large grid size with high resolution. The ﬁeld grid size N×N ranges from
1024× 1024 to 2048× 2048. The ﬁeld resolution dx ranges from 0.625mm to 2.5mm,
which is much smaller than the coherence radius in each case. The iteration number ranges
from 0.4 million to 1 million. The analytical calculated fading pdfs are also compared with
the GG and LN fading pdf models. The system average BER performance and the outage
probability estimated by the analytical method, the GG and LN fading pdf models are also
compared with that estimated by the direct numerical simulation.
Although the FSO communication system with collimated laser beam is the mostly studied
case, previous study by Zhao, Liao and Zhang shows that better system performance can
be achieved when the laser beam is transmitted with an optimal diverging angle [1]. The
study detailed in chapter 3 expands the analytical method to calculate the overall fading pdf
of the FSO communication system when the laser beam is transmitted with beam diverg-
ing angle. First, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs with point-like receiver
aperture are proved to be still well modeled by the gamma pdf model when the laser beam
is transmitted with a either focused or diverged beam angle. Then based on the gamma pdf
model, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading variance, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle,
and the pointing error model, the overall fading pdf of the FSO communication system with
point-like receiver aperture is calculated by the analytical method. Large-scale numerical
wave-optics simulations are performed to verify the analytical method in both focused and
diverged laser beam cases under different turbulence strengths, propagation distances, and
receiver aperture sizes. In the simulations, the laser wavelength is λ = 1.54×10−6m. The
refractive index structure parameter ranges from 5×10−15m−2/3 to 5×10−14m−2/3. The
propagation distance L ranges from 0.75Km to 2.5Km in the focused beam cases. And
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L ranges from 0.5Km to 2Km in the diverged beam cases. The receiver aperture is the
point-like 0cm aperture, which contains only a single pixel in the simulation ﬁeld. It is
much smaller than the coherence radius and can be regarded to be a point in the optical
ﬁeld. To accurately obtain especially the deep fading tail of the fading pdf, the simulations
are conducted under large grid size with high resolution. The ﬁeld grid size ranges from
1024×1024 to 2048×2048. The ﬁeld resolution ranges from 0.625mm to 2.5mm, which is
much smaller than the corresponding coherence radius in each case. The iteration number
ranges from 0.19 million to 0.62 million to obtain a smooth pdf curve and enough fading
pdf tail information.
The study detailed in chapter 4 compares the analytical method with the previously pro-
posed heuristic fading pdf models since 1970s. Both the analytical method and the previ-
ously proposed heuristic fading pdf models are compared with the directly simulated fading
pdfs under different turbulence strengths, propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes and
pointing errors. Also, it should be noted that in the previous studies, the previously pro-
posed heuristic fading pdf models generally only studied the beam wander only pointing
error case. In chapter 4, the fading pdf models are studied with both the beam wander only
pointing error and the general pointing error cases under different turbulence strengths,
propagation distances, and receiver aperture sizes. In both pointing errors, the fading pdfs
are simulated with much higher precision than these in the previously published papers
where the previously proposed heuristic fading pdf models are proposed and compared. In
the simulation, the FSO system uses the collimated Gaussian laser beam along a horizontal
direction. The laser wavelength is λ = 1.54×10−6m. For the beam wander only pointing
error case, the fading pdfs are compared with propagation distance L= 1.6Km, L= 3.2Km
and L= 4Km. The refractive index structure parameterC2n = 5×10−15m−2/3. The receiver
aperture size ranges from point-like 0cm aperture to aperture with 20cm diameter. The Ry-
tov variance ranges from 0.24 to 1.27. The simulations cover from weak to strong ﬂuctua-
tion regime. The ﬁeld grid size N×N ranges from 1024×1024 to 1536×1536. The ﬁeld
resolution dx is 1.75mm and 2.5mm, which is much smaller than the corresponding coher-
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ence radius in each case. The phase screen number Nphz ranges from 10 to 12. The iteration
numberM ranges from 0.3 million to 0.7 million. For the general pointing error case, both
beam wander plus extra pointing error and fast-tracking residual pointing error are stud-
ied. The propagation distance are L = 0.4Km, L = 1.6Km and L = 4Km. The refractive
index structure parameter C2n = 1× 10−13m−2/3 at L = 0.4Km. C2n = 5× 10−15m−2/3 at
L = 1.6Km and L = 4Km. The Rytov variance ranges from 0.24 to 1.27. The simulations
cover from weak to strong ﬂuctuation regime. At L = 0.4Km, the pointing error is the
beam wander plus extra Gaussian pointing error with mean Δ = 0cm and standard devia-
tion σp = 1.25cm in both x and y directions. At L = 1.6Km, pointing error is the beam
wander plus extra Gaussian pointing error with three different misalignments. They are
Δ = 0cm, Δ = 1.25cm and Δ = 2.5cm in both x and y directions. The standard deviation
σp = 2.5cm in both x and y directions in all the three misalignment cases. At L = 4Km,
the pointing errors are the beam wander plus extra Gaussian pointing error and the fast-
tracking residual pointing error. In the beam wander plus extra Gaussian pointing error
case, Δ= 0cm and σp = 1cm in both x and y directions. In the fast-tracking residual point-
ing error case, Δ = 0cm and the stand deviation of overall pointing error is σd = 2cm. To
accurately obtain especially the deep fading tail of the simulated fading pdf, the simulations
are conducted under large grid size with high resolution. The ﬁeld grid size N×N ranges
from 1024×1024 to 2048×2048. The ﬁeld resolution dx ranges from 0.625mm to 2.5mm,
which is much smaller than the corresponding coherence radius in each case. The phase
screen number Nphz ranges from 10 to 12. The iteration numberM ranges from 0.4 million
to 1 million. The system BER and outage performance estimated by different fading pdf
models are compared. Based on the analytical method, the limitation and relationship of
the previously proposed heuristic fading models are analyzed.
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5.2 Summary of Key Results
In this thesis, the analytical method is used to calculate the overall fading pdf of FSO
communication system with pointing error. The analytical method considers three fac-
tors, namely, the pointing error, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked on-axis
and off-axis fading pdfs. The overall fading pdf is formulated as the modulation of the
random fading induced by the fast-tracked fading and the random mean induced by the
pointing error. The direct large-scale wave-optics simulations show the analytical method
perfectly estimates the overall fading pdf with collimated laser beam under different turbu-
lence strengths, propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes and pointing errors. Further,
the analytical method is expanded to FSO communication system with beam diverging an-
gle case. It is found the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs with point-like receiver
can also be well modeled by the gamma pdf model when the laser beam is transmitted
with a diverging angle. The analytically calculated fading pdf accurately ﬁts the directly
simulated fading pdf for both focused and diverged laser beam cases under different propa-
gation distances and turbulence strengths. It is also found that when the laser beam is well
focused, the overall fading pdf is affected by both on-axis and off-axis fast-tracked fading
pdfs. When the laser beam is largely diverged, overall fading pdf can be approximated by
the fast-tracked on-axis fading pdf. The analytical method is also compared with the pre-
viously proposed heuristic fading pdf models. Both the turbulence induced beam wander
only pointing error and the more general pointing error are considered. It is shown only the
analytical method accurately estimates the fading pdf under different turbulence strengths,
propagation distances, receiver aperture sizes and pointing errors. For other heuristic fading
pdf models, when there is no mechanical induced extra pointing error, and with point-like
receiver aperture, Beckmann fading pdf model can well estimate the overall fading pdf. GG
fading pdf model can ﬁt the directly simulated fading pdf with turbulence induced beam
wander only pointing error and point-like receiver aperture when the beam wander effect
is weak. IK, IK Weak and LN fading pdf models are generally different from the directly
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simulated fading pdfs.
5.3 Future Work
The analytical method accurately calculates the overall fading pdf of the FSO communica-
tion system with pointing error under different turbulence strengths, propagation distances,
receiver aperture sizes, beam diverging angles and pointing errors. To calculate the overall
fading pdf, the analytical method requires the fast-tracked beam proﬁle and the fast-tracked
on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs of the turbulence channel. Current study shows the fast-
tracked beam proﬁle deviates from both Gaussian distribution model and the diffraction
pattern. In this thesis, the fast-tracked beam proﬁle is directly obtained from numerical
simulations. For the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs, Zhao and Liao show
that for the FSO communication system with collimated laser beam and point-like receiver
aperture, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs ﬁt well with the gamma pdf
model [57]. This thesis proves that when the laser beam is propagated with beam diverging
angle, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdf of the received laser beam power
by the point-like receiver can still be well modeled by the gamma pdf model. With the
gamma pdf model, the variance of the normalized fading at on-axis and off-axis locations
are needed to generate the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs. Currently these
variance information is obtained from numerical simulations. When the receiver aperture
grows larger, the fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading is the summation of a series of
correlated gamma distributed random variables with variance corresponding to the loca-
tion relative to the fast-tracked beam center. Until now there is only asymptotic model for
fading pdfs of the received fast-tracked beam power at on-axis and off-axis locations with
large receiver aperture. The fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs with large re-
ceiver apertures are directly obtained from numerical simulations in this thesis. Hence one
of the future work might involve proposing mathematical models for the fast-tracked beam
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proﬁle and the variance of fast-tracked fading pdfs with point-like receiver aperture. The
mathematical models might be studied through both theoretical analysis and numerical sim-
ulation. Further, a mathematical method need to be proposed to calculate the fast-tracked
on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs with large receiver aperture based on the gamma pdf model
of fast-tracked on-axis and off-axis fading pdfs with point-like receiver and the correlation
between the fast-tracked fading at different locations. With the mathematical models of
these channel information, the overall fading pdf of the FSO communication system with
pointing error can be directly calculated from channel parameters.
The analytical method accurately calculates the overall fading pdf under all different situa-
tions. Some of the previously proposed heuristic fading pdf models provide close ﬁts to the
directly simulated fading pdf only under certain conditions. For example, the GG fading
pdf model closely ﬁts the simulated fading pdf of the received beam power by point-like
receiver aperture for turbulence induced beam wander only pointing error case when the
turbulence is weak. When the turbulence becomes stronger, the receiver aperture grows
larger, or the pointing error becomes more general, the GG fading pdf model deviates from
the simulated fading pdf. The parameters of the GG fading pdf is claimed to be directly cal-
culated from the turbulence parameter [37]. However, further study shows the GG fading
pdf model generated from directly calculated parameters generally deviates from the sim-
ulated fading pdf [38]. The analytical method explains that the GG can be regarded to an
approximation of the analytical method under certain conditions. And the parameters of the
GG pdf model is also able to be derived from the analytical method. Hence another future
work may involve proposing the approximation of the analytical method under different
channel and pointing error conditions. Based on these approximations, the overall fading
pdf is supposed to be directly calculated from the channel and pointing error parameters.
In this thesis, the overall fading pdf of the FSO communication system is accurately calcu-
lated by the analytical method. The overall fading pdf represents the statistic property of
the received laser beam power over a long period of time. As indicated in chapter 2, the
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atmospheric turbulence channel is a slow fading channel comparing to the transmitted data
rate. To better estimate the system performance, the next step of study may involve the
research on the temporal power spectral density of the received laser beam power. A math-
ematical model would be proposed to calculate the coherence time of the received beam
power according to the channel parameters such as the propagation distance, turbulence
strength, receiver aperture size and laser wavelength.
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